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IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF COOK COUNTY, ILLINOIS
COUNTY DEPARTMENT, CRIMINAL DIVISION :-_—

)
)

)
IN RE APPOINTMENT OF SPECIAL PROSECUTOR )  No.19 MR 00014

)
) The Honorable
) Michael P. Toomin

)
)
)-—

ORDER
-_

L On August 23, 2019, in the above-captioned matter, the Court appointed Dan K.

. Webb to serve as Special Prosecutor (“Appointment Order”) relating to Peopleof the State of
{llinois v. Jussie Smollett, No. 19 CR 0310401. The Appointment Order contained two directives

to the Special Prosecutor: (1) “ifreasonable grounds exist to further prosecute Jussie] Smollett,

in the interest of justice the special prosecutor may take such action as may be appropriate to

effectuate that result” (“First Directive”); and (2) “to conduct an independent investigationofthe

actions of any person or office involved in all aspectsofthe case entitled the Peaple of the State

of Minos v. Jussie Smollett, No. 19 CR 0310401,” and “in the event the investigation establishes

reasonable grounds to believe that any other criminal offenses were commited in the course ofHe

Smollt matter, to] commence the prosecution of any crime ss may be suspected (Seccill
Directive”). = |

2. With respect to the First Directive, on February 11, 2020, a Special Grand Jufy |

retuned a true bill and the OSP filed an indictment against Mr. Smollett charging him with six’ |

|
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‘counts of disorderly conduct, namely for making false police reports in violation of 720 ILCS |

5126-1(2)4). See Peopleof the StateofIlinois v. Jussie Smollett, Case No. 20 CR 03050-01. |
3. With respect to the Second Directive, on August 17, 2020, pursuant to the

Appointment Order, the Special Prosecutor confidentially provided the Court, inasealed envelope
delivered to the Court's chambers, a report entitled The Office of the Special Prosecutor's
Sunmaryof its Final Conclusions, Supporting Findingsand Evidence Relatingtothe Cook County
State's Attorney's Office’s and the Chicago Police Department's Involvement in the Initial
Smollett Case (the “OSP's Summary Report”), attached hereto as Exhibit A.

4. Subsequently, the OSP's prosecutionof Mr. Smollett in Case No, 20CR 03050-01
under the First Directive continued before the Honorable Judge James B. Linn. A jury trial |
commenced on November29, 2021, and afer seven daysoftestimonyandargument, on December ;

9, 2021, a jury retumed a guilty verdict against Mr. Smollett on five of six counts of disorderly
‘conduct in violationof 720 ILCS 5/26-1(a)(4).

S. Theitrial of Mr. Smollett being complet, the SpecialProsecutor has filed a “Motion
to Release the Special Prosecutor's Summary Report Containing Grand Jury Material in the

Tnterestsof Justice” asking this Court to find that the public release ofthe OSP's Summary Report,
and the grand jury material contained therein, is “in the interests ofjustice,” pursuant to 725 ILCS
S126). |

6. The Special Prosecutor's Motion asking for the public release of the OSP's

Summary Report explained that the request in the Motion is “narrowly tailored to the release of {

only the OSP's Summary Report.” !
7. Having considered the Special Prosecutor's Motion, and the reasons set forth

therein,the Court finds that the OSPhasdemonstrateda“particularized needforpublic disclosure
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:
of the OSP's Summary Report, consistent with Boardof Education v. Verisario, 143 11l. App. 3d
1000 (20d Dist. 1986), in that the material it secks to release is needed to avoida possible injustice
in another judicial proceeding, the need for disclosure is greater than the need for continued
secrecy, and that its request is structured to cover only material so needed. |

8. Having determined that the OSP has demonstrated a particularized need for
disclosure, the Court finds that publicly releasing the OSP’s Summary Report entitled The Office
ofthe Special Prosecutors Summaryofits Final Conclusions, Supporting Findings and Evidence
Relating t0 the Cook County State's Attorney's Offce’s and the Chicago Police Department's

Involvement in the Initial Smollett Case, and the grand jury material contained therein, is “in the
interestofjustice” pursuant to 725 ILCS 5/112-6(c)(3). |

9. The Court further finds that neither the act of submitting the Summary Report to
the Court, nor the public release of the Report constitutes a waiverofany privilege, exemption,
or protection related to the OSP's investigation, the OSPs Summary Report, or the materials and
information gathered by the OSP or the Special Grand Jury. |

10. IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the Special Prosecutor's Motion to Release the
Special Prosecutor's Summary Report Containing Grand Jury Material in the Interests of Justice
is granted. ‘This Order is limited to the releaseofthe OSP’s Summary Report and the grand jury
‘material contained therein, and not any other grand jury material gathered by or possessed by the
Ose.

11. IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the seal placed on the OSP's Summary Report

attached hereto as Exhibit A shall be lifted to enable public release. | |
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12. ITISHEREBY ORDERED that the Special Prosecutor is directed to provide the |
OSP's Summary Report to the Cook County Board of Commissioners, including County Board
PrdBREDivinkle. i

|pec 20 221
adTein00 ENTERED. LAATTA rnRaslgiepMid x s‘MichaelP. Torin,

JudgeoftheCircuit CourtofCook CountyDATE: /dec.2¢; 2:2] |
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EXHIBIT A



THE OFFICE OF THE SPECIAL PROSECUTOR’SSUMMARY OF ITS FINAL CONCLUSIONS,. SUPPORTING FINDINGS AND EVIDENCE RELATING TOTHE COOK COUNTY STATE’S ATTORNEY'S OFFICE’SAND THE CHICAGO POLICE DEPARTMENT'SINVOLVEMENT IN THE INITIAL SM¢ LLETT CASE
=INTHEINITIALSMOLLETTCASE

(SECOND JUDGE TOOMINDIRECTIVE
|FROM HIS AUGUST 23,2019 COURT ORDER)
{

Special Prosecutor Dan K. Webb
!

MlDated: August 17, 2020
/
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INTRODUCTION

Dan K. Webb, Special Prosecutor for Cook County, announced today that the Officeof the
Special Prosecutor (“OSP") has completed its investigative assignment under Cook County Circuit |
Court Judge Michacl P. Toomin’s “Second Directive” to the OSP to determine whether any person |
or office involved in Peopleofthe StateofIllinois v. Jussie Smollett (No. 19 CR 0310401) (“the
Initial Smollett Case”) engaged in wrongdoing. In connection with this Second Directive from
Judge Toomin, the OSP has investigated the conductofthe Cook County State’s Attomey’s Office
(“CCSAQ”) and the Chicago Police Department (“CPD”), as well as individuals working in those

offices |
|The OSP's investigation, which was conducted in conjunction witha Special Grand Jury,

began on August 23, 2019, when Judge Toomin appointed Mr. Webb as Special Prosecutor. Judge
‘Toomin directed Mr. Webb to conduct an independent investigation to determine the following:
(1) whether Jussie Smollett should be further prosecuted for the alleged false reports he made to
CED officers (“First Directive"), and (2) whether any person or office involved in the Initial
Smollett Case engaged in wrongdoing (“Second Directive”). Mr. Webb's appointment as Special
Prosecutor followeda decision by JudgeToominonJune 21, 2019 that a Special Prosecutor should
be appointed in connection with the Initial Smollett Case in order to “restore the public's
confidence in the integrityofour criminal justice system.” }

In connection with Judge Toomin's First Directive to determine whether Jussie Smollett
should be further prosecuted, the OSP ultimately requested, on February 11, 2020, that the Special
Grand Jury indict Mr. Smollett, and the grand jury returned a true bill. The OSP then filed a six-
count indictment charging Mr. Smollett with making four separate false reports to CPD officers i
related fo his false claims that he was the victim ofa hate crime, knowing that he was not the victim
ofacrime. The further prosecutionof Mr. Smollett is ongoing, and will not be concluded until a
final dispositionofthe indictment charges is reached as the result ofa jury tial. Asofthe date of
this Report, Mr. Smollett’s trial date hasnotyet beensetby the court.

In connection with Judge Toomin’s Second Directive to determine whether any person or
office involved in the Initial Smollett Case engaged in wrongdoing, the OSP has completed a
thorough investigation, which included conducting 53 interviews, issuing more than 50 subpoenas
and/or document requests, and collecting more than 120,000 pagesofdocuments (or, more than |
26,000 documents), as well as textmessage data and audio recordings. The OSP has prepared this i
detailed and comprehensive report, entitled, The Officeof theSpecial Prosecutor's Summary of its
Final Conclusions, Supporting Findings and Evidence Relating fo the Cook County States
Attorney's Office’s and the Chicago Police Department's Involvement in theInitialSmollett Case
(“Summary Report”), that sets forth the major conclusions and findings from its investigation into
the Second Directive, and discusses the evidence that relates to each of those major conclusions
and findings.

MAJORCONCLUSIONSANDFINDINGSOFTHISSUMMARYREPORT
Afier the CCSAO dismissed the Initial Smollett Case on terms that many believed were

very favorable to Mr. Smollet, there was speculation in the media regarding whether something |
illegal or improper had gone on behind the scenes at the CCSAO to allow Mr. Smollett to achieve !
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{oe particular resolution he received. Among other things, there was public speculation that CookCouny State's Attomey Kimberly M. Foxx may have been inflaenecd 1 ve impropermannerby |prominent people who reached out o her 0 discuss th Ital Smolet Case. Tor as part ofitsinvestigation, the OSP thoroughly investigated and evaluated whether States Attomey Foxx or{home working a the CCSAO committed any crime elting to he prosecution o rcylupes oF‘he iil Smolet Case, As a result of this investigation, the OSP has soneodeg tess oynot |develop evidence that would support any criminal charges against Sats Attomey Foxx or anyindividual working at the CCSAO.
However, as a resultothis investigation, the OSP did develop evidence that establishes isubstantial abuses of discretion and operational failures by he COSAQ, 1 proscauting andresolving the Initial Smollett Case.
Asset forth inthis Summary Report,theOSP has reached five (5) final conclusionsrelatingane conduct ofthe CCSAO and tree (3) final conclusions etn to the conduct oft Crpthe nial Smollett Cas. First, as tothe CCSAO, the followingare the OSp spr. (5) major finalconclusions:

The OSP did develop evidence tat establishes substantial buss ofdiscretion and‘Operational failures by the CCSAO in prosecuting and resolving the Initial SmellsCase. Specifically, the OSP concluded:
* The CCSAO's process and decision-making for resolving the Initial SmolettCase were a substantial abuse of discretion and represented a major flue ofthe operationsofthe CCSAO;
* The CCSAO engaged in a substantial abuse of discretion and breached ifs ioplgationsofhonesty and transparency by makingfal andlor misleading |statements to the public regarding the nature and reasons for the dismissal of |the Initial Smollett Case;
+ The CCSAO engaged in a substantial abuse of discretion and breached itsobligations of honesty and transparency by making fils andlor misleading |statements regarding State's Attomey Foxx recusal to the public; and |
* The CCSAO engaged in a substantial abuse of discretion and breached its !obligationsofhonestyandtransparency when State's Attorney Foxx mado falsegndormisleading statements to the publi that sh stopped communicating withJumee Smollet, Mr. Smollett’s sister, afer State’s Attomey Foxx had beseaware that Mr. Smollett had become a subject ofthe investigation.

2) oxbe OP did develop evidence that may is t the level of a violation of legal |this by State's Attomey Foxx and the CCSAO' lawyers relating to false angiy‘misleading public statements made about the prosecution and resolution of the Inia,Smellet Case. Under Ilnois Supreme Court Rule 751, the OSP has no authority se {make findings determining ethical violations by lawyers. However, the OP al +
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comply with applicable reporting obligations as required by the Wiinois Rules of
Professional Conduct (see IRPC Rules 8.3(a) and 8.49). Based on these reporting
obligations, onco able under linois law, the OSP will submit this report to |the Ilinois Attomey Registration & Disciplinary Commission so that it can do the
appropriate review to determineifany ethical violations occurred;
(3) While the OSP did not develop evidence showing State's Attorney Foxx was
involved in decision-making on the Initial Smolltt Case afteshewasrecused,ticOSP
id develop evidence that she was provided with frequent updates about the Tnial ;Smollett Case after her recusal; |
(4) The OSP did not develop evidence tht would support any criminal charges against
State's Attomey Foxorany individual working t the CCSAO; and
(5) The OSP did not develop evidence of improper influence by any ouside third
parties inthe decision-making by the CCSAO inthe ital Smollet Case.

Second, as far as the CPD, the OSP has reached the following three (3) major final
conclusions:

(1)The OSPdidnotdevelop evidence that would support any criminal charges against i
any individual working a the CPD;

(2) The OSP did conclude that the majority ofCPD media communications during the
Smollett CPD investigation were authorized communications in accordance with
CPD's written policies; and

(3) The OSP did conclude tha there were media reports tha contained unauthorized
“leaks”ofpolice investigative information by CPD personnel that werei violation of
CPD writen poliics. However, for reasons st forth in this Summary Report, the
OSP was unable to identify the anonymous alleged CPD source(s) of such “leaks.”

FACTUAL BACKGROUND
On January 22,019, it was reportedtoCPD that Mr. Smolltt received  leter sent to the

studio where the show ‘Empire is filmed, containing threatening language and drawings ad laced
With a small amount ofa white powdery substance, The FBI initiated an investigation into the
source ofthe threatening letter. The FB investigation remains pending.

On January 29, 2019, Ms. Smollet reported to CPD that two unknownassailantswearing
masks had attacked him at around 2:00 a.m, near 340 E. North Water Street in Chicago. Mr. iSmolltt reported tha the me atacked him physically, used racial and homophobic slurs, laced |a rope fashioned like & noose around his neck, and poured bleach on him. Mr. Smollet also i
reported that one of the men yelled, “This is MAGA country,” an apparent reference toa slogan
popularized by President Donald . Trump. i
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CED launched an investigation and the Smollett case quickly gamered global mediaattention. Abimbola and Olabinjo Osundairo were suspected to be involved in the attack and weretaken into custody on February 13, 2019. While in custody, Abimbola and Olabinjo Osundairoeventually revealed to CPD they had participated in a staged hate crime attack that was plannedand directed by Mr. Smollett.

While CPD's investigation was ongoing, on February 9, 2019, State's Attorney Foxxdecided she would recuseherself from the matter and any subsequent case, and that First AssistantState’s Attomey Joseph Magats would serve as “Acting State's Attorney” for the matter,
On February 20, 2019, the CCSAO charged Mr. Smollti, via a complaint, with felonydisorderly conduct, namely makinga false police report in connection with his plan to report ahate crime that was a hoax. Mr. Smollett was arrested the following day. On February 28, 2019,a grand jury returned a true billofindictment fordisorderly conduct. The CCSAO filed a [6-countindictment against Mr. Smolleit on March 7, 2019. On March 14, 2019, Mr. Smolltt wasamaigned and pleaded not guilty.

Yet on March 26, 2019, 19 days aftr the indictment was filed, the CCSAO made the idecision to resolve the charges under the following circumstances: (1) complete dismissal of the16-count felony indictment against Mr. Smollett; (2) no requirement that Mr. Smollett plead guilty(0 any criminal offense under Iinois law; (3) no requirement that Mr. Smollett admit any guilt ofhis wrongdoing (in fact, following the court proceedings on March 26, 2019, Mr. Smolltt publiclystated he was completely innocent); (4) the only punishment for Mr. Smollett was to perform 15hoursofcommunity service that had no relationship to the charged conduct; (5) only requiring Mr.Smolltt to forfeit his $10,000 bond as restitution to the City of Chicago (a figure amounting toless than 10%ofthe $130,106.15 in police overtime pay that the City alleges t paid solely due toMs. Smollett’s false statements to police); and (6) no requirement that Mr. Smoltt participate inthe CCSAO's Deferred Prosecution Program (Branch 9), which would have required a one-yearperiodofcourt oversight over Mr. Smollett

On April 5, 2019, former Judge Sheila O'Brien filed a petition to appoint a special |prosecutor relating to the Initial Smollett Case, arguing that State's Attomey Foxx’s recusal ofherself, and not the entire CCSAO, was improper. After significant briefing and argument on |various issues, Judge Toomin granted that motion on June 21, 2019, and then specifically named |Mr. Webb as Special Prosecutoron August 23, 2019, il
OVERVIEW OF THE OSP’S INVESTIGATION OF THE CCSAQ |

Investigative Steps Regarding the Investigation of the CCSAQ |
The OSP partnered with the Cook County Office of the Independent Inspector General

(“OIG”) to conduct its investigation into the CCSAO in conjunction with the Special Grand Jury. iAs part ofthis extensive investigation, the OSP and OIIG interviewed al relevant witnesses, and |collected, reviewed, and analyzed all relevant documentary evidence. Hl
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Interviews Conducted |
The OSP interviewed 43 people in total in connection with its investigation into theCCsAo.

Specifically, the OSP interviewed 33 current or former membersof the CCSAO:
* State's Attomey Kim Foxx!

* Two CCSAO decision-makers on the Initial Smollett Case: |© First Assistant State's Attomey Joseph Megats© ChiefCriminal Prosecutions Bureau Risa Lanier
* Other CCSAO Executive Staffmembers

© Chief Deputy andChief Ethics Officer April Perry
© ChicfofStaffandChiefDiversity Officer Jennifer Ballard-Croft© DeputyChiefofStaffAlyson Miller
© Directorof Policy Marny Zimmer |

|Membersofthe CCSAO Communications Team |© DirectorofExternal Affairs until April 19, 2019 Kiera Ellis |© Director of External Affairs starting June 2019 Aviva Bowen© ChiefCommunications Officer Tandra Simonton© Senior Advisor for Inergovernmental Affairs Robert Foley
+ Felony Review Unit Assistant State's Attorneys

© Headof Felony Review Kimberly Ward i© Former Deputy ChiefCriminal Prosecutions Bureau Diann Sheridan© Felony Review Deputy Supervisor Nicholas “Nick” Trutenko© First Chair Felony Trial Division Liam “Bill” Reardon© Second Cliir Felony Trial Division Robert Mack
© Felony Review Deputy Supervisor Theodore “Ted” Lagerwall i© Felony Deputy Review Supervisor Laura Ayala-Gonzalez 1© Former Felony Trial Supervisor Enrique Abraham 1© Assistant State's Attomey Meredith Rudolfi |

* Grand Jury Unit Assistant State's Attorneys i© Supervisor of Preliminary Hearings, Grand Jury, and Branch 66 until March 5,2019, Peter “Guy” Lisuzzo |© SupervisorofPreliminary Hearings, Grand Jury, and Branch 66 starting March 6, i2019, James “Jim” Murphy
© Assistant State’s Attorney Mary Pat Devereux |

? State's Attorney Fox st for anal day voluntary interview with the OSP. Sate’sAireyFoss was paced under |oath for tha interview pursuant the authorityofthe Cook County Inspector Genera, F
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|
+ Vitim Witnesses Assistance Unit Specialist Elizabeth Carat Buerger
© Supervisor ofCriminal Appeals Division Alan Speiberg
* Attomeys from the Civil Actions Bureau

i© Bureau Chief Cathy McNeil Stein
|© Deputy BureauChiefAmy Crawford© Chief ofthe Advice, Business, and Compl Litigation Division Jessica Scheller

* Chief Data Officer Matthew Saniie
© Altemalive Prosecutions Unit Assistant State's Attorney. © Supervisor Emily Cole© Assistant State's Attorney Becky Walters
* Branch Court Supervisor Cathy Hufford
+ Former CCSAO First Assistant State's Atorney Eric Sussman

The OSP also interviewed former CPD Superintendent Eddie Johnson in connectionwith i
its investigation into the CCSAO,

ditionally, the OSP interviewed the folowing nine third-parties in connection with tsinvestigation of the CCSAO.

+ Christina M. “Tina” Tehen, CEOofTIME'S UP Now (formerly Michelle Obama's Chief |ofStaff)
i+ Sherrilyn 16, President and Director-Counsel of the NAACP Legal Defense andEducational Fund, Inc.

* Jumee Smollett, Mr. Smollees ister
i+ Several attomeys from Riley Safer Holmes & Cancila LLP who represented Mr. Smollett |inthe Initial Smollett Case

i© Patricia Brown Holmes
}© Ronald Safer
{© Brian O'Connor Watson

+ Alexandra Sims, a consultant for State's Atomey Fox's recletioncampaign |+ Dorel Miller, Mr. Smllee's entertainment lawyer at Fox Rothschild
;+ Xauhieen ill, who was an attomey employed with th CityofChicago in February 2019 ind who warked at the CCSAO as Dircctr of Pliy, Resour wet Development fromNovember 2016 until June 2018
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|
Documents andEvidence Reviewed

In conjunction with the Special Grand Jury's investigation regarding Judge Toomin'sSecond Directive, the OSP and OIIG issued more than 50 subpoenas and/or document requestsand received more than 120,000 pagesof documents (or, more than 26,000 documents), as well astext message data and audio recordings. All ofthe documentary evidence was carefully reviewedand analyzed by the OSP as partofits investigative activites. Specifically:

* The OSP served document requests and a grand jury subpoena that requested very broad }categories of relevant emails, policies, text messages, case files, and other relevantdocuments and communications from the CCSAO itself,* The OSP served 34 document requests for relevant documents, text messages, and email‘communications, including from personal devices and accounts, from current and formerCCSAO employees as well as State's Attomey Foxx.
* The OSP served 14 document requests and subpoenas for relevant documents, textmessages, and cmail communications, including from personal devices of third parties,including the third-party interviewees noted above and consultants working with State'sAttomey Foxx's campaign.
+ The OSP obtained call and text records through 25 subpoenas to phone companies.* Through forensic collections, the OSP obtainedall textmessage data from State’s AttomeyFoxx’s cellphones and First Assistant Mags’ cellphones from January 29, 2019 throughApril 30,2019. |© The OSP issued subpoenas to financial institutions ‘seeking State’s Attorney Foxx's and |Friendsof Foxx’s (her political campaign) financial records for the relevant period.* The OSP obtained 20 audio recordings of interviews First Assistant Magats and State'sAttomey Foxx gave to reporters.

Due to the volume of phone records and the need to pull data from cellphones in a forensicallysound manner, the OSP engaged the assistance of the Regional Computer Forensic Lab o assistwith data collection and analysis. The OSP also gathered additional information through publicrecords,suchasnews articles and videosoftelevision interviews given by membersofthe CCSAQand Superintendent Johnson.
i

DISCUSSION OF THE EVIDENCE THAT SUPPORTS THE FIVE FINAL iCONCLUSIONS AND SUPPORTING FINDINGS RELATING TO THE CONDUCT OF iTHE CCSAO IN THE INITIAL SMOLLETT CASE
Below is a summary of the OSP's five final conclusions and supporting findings relatingto the conduct of the CCSAO, current (and now former) employees of that office, and State'sAttomey Foxx. These conclusions and supporting findings reflect the final analysis of the OSPbased upon a diligent and careful review of the evidence.

7 |
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I CONCLUSION 41: THE 0sP pip DEVELOP. EVIDENCE THAT ESTABLISHESSUBSTANTIAL ABUSES OF DISCRETION AND OPERATIONAL FAILURESSYSIHE_CCSAO IN PROSECUTING AND RESOLVING THE INITIALSMOLLETT CASE
he OSP developed evidence that establishes four substantial tbuses of discretion andfailuresbytheCCSAOinprosecuting and resolving the Inia) Soap Case. Eachofthese abusesand failures is summarized below.
A EIRST FINDING OF ABUSE OF DISCRETION: The CCSAQ’s Process andDecision-Making for Resolving the Initial Smollett Case Were a Substantial }Suse ofDiscretion and Represented a Major Failure of the OperationsisCCsA0
While prosccutors maintain discretion to charge, and thus to resolve, criminal cases, theSosluion of the Initial Smollet Case on favorable tems for Mr. Semack vo days after theCCSAO filed a 16-count indictment cased significant public speculation regarding whether suchCan hp vas an appropriate use of discretion and consistent with how fhe CSAhandleseases that arenotas high-profile,

As noted above, the tems of the dismissal consisted of the following: (1) completelsmissal of the 16-count felony indictment against Mr. Smollet (2) no requirement that Mr.Smllet plead guilty to any criminal offase under Ilinots Jaw: (3) no requirement that Mr.Simollet admit any guilt of his wrongdoing (infact, following (he cone proceedings on March 26,2019, Mr. Smollet publicly stated he was completely innocent (4) the only punishment for Mr,Smallett was to perfor 15 hours of community service that hud ug relationship to the chargedonduct’; (5) only requiring Mr. Smollet t0 forfeit is $10,000 bon o. restitution (0 the City of iChicago (a figure amounting to les than 10% ofthe $130,106.15 police overtime pay that the iCity alleges it paid solely due to Mr. Smolletts false statements ty police); and (6) no requirementthat Mr. Smoliet participate in the CCSAO's Deferred Prosecut, Program (Branch 9), which |ould have requireda one-year periodof court oversight over Mr. Smolin
Based on the terms of the dismissal, and because Judge Toomin tasked the OSP withconducting an investigation “10 restore the public's confidence in he integrity of our criminal itice system,” the OSP carefully and thoroughly investigated ang analyzed the CCSAO's |decision-making process relating tthe resolution ofthe Inti] Smolen Cor Afer reviewing |extensive evidence, including personal and business emails and text messages, and conducting 43 iinterviews, including of the two CCSAO decision-makers on the sae sug ui. Smollete’s lawyerWho negotiated the resolution, the OSP determined that the CCSAGH process and decision-making for resolving the Initial Smolett Case were a substantial bine <5 discretion and

—_—
ioihecondingoastsprovided tthe CCSAO bytheRainbow PUSH Calton, Mr, Stmollet spent me volunteering itao Free sore managing ais und cncouaging visors to pshss FUR o1 providingsaff with | |eggestions1s 0howthesles and merkenoftho products utd packaged to reachyounger |emogrpbiceviovingandassessing[] lovision studio and social medi presen Oftheweeklybrosdeast that |nnd ACTaor, ive steam and socialmiaowlet sd estingimenponcr 1media diecor
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represented a major failure of the operations of the CCSAO. Below is a summary of factualfindings demonstrating these failings.

Firs, State’s Attorney Foxx, in an interview under oath, told the OSP that she wassurprised by and disagreed with the termsofthe Smollett resolution. Specifically: {
* State's Attomey Foxx told the OSP that she was surprised that Mer. Smollet did notplead |guilty to any charge.

|
+ States Attomey Foxx told the OSP that if Mr. Smollet was not going to be required toplead guilty to any crime, in the altemative, she thought he should have had to stand incourt and admit factsof wrongdoing—which Mr. Smollt was ot required to do.
+ States Attomey Foxx told the OSP that Mr. Smollet’s “community service should havebeen related to the nature of the offense,” i.e., filing a false police report. She stated thatrelevant community service could have consisted of “working with victimsofreal hatecrimes, or dealing with the public in a broader way,” and further noted that “OperationPUSH might have been too easy for him.”

* State's Attomey Foxx told the OSP she thought Mr. Smollett should have ‘paid more than$10,000 in restitution, assuming he had the means to do so.

+ State's Attorney Foxx explained to the OSP that she got the impression that the case wasresolved in the manner it was because “they wanted this guy [Mr. Smollett] outoftown.”She sid the case had brought a “Gury of activity” to the courthouse and “being abl fohave the case resolved would eliminate throngs of people who were coming to court.”‘Therefore, she got the sense the CCSAO had wanted to move “expeditiously,”including“fronting the community service” before the dismissal, rather than having him complete it‘before a future court date (e.g, six months later), so that Mr. Smollett “could be done and80 back home.” When asked by the OSPifshe agreed that trying to get Mr. Smollett out 3oftown due to press attention might not be the right reason to come. up with a disposition, |she said that she agreed. She further explained, “I think the kind of ‘negotiating, let's get {rid of that guy [Mr. Smollett] at the expense of really what his actions did to theCity 1shortchanged, I think, the ‘accountability that the City deserved.” |

iSecond, consistent with State's Attomey Foxx's position, almost across the board, lawyers iwho currently work in or previously worked in the CCSAO's criminal division who were iinterviewed by the OSP told the OSP they were “surprised” or “shocked” by at least some facet of {the dismissal terms. For example:
i

* Many interviewees, including Alan Spellberg (Supervisor of Criminal Appeals), April |Perry (Chief Deputy and Chief Ethics Officer), Enrique Abraham (Former Felony TrialSupervisor), Robert Mack (Second Chair Felony Trial Division), and Nicholas Trutenko i(Felony Review Deputy Supervisor), were surprised by the speedofthe dismissal, Infact, |Mr. Spellberg said that he thought the speed ofdismissal was “unusual” and “ridiculous.” ot

9
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+ Many interviewees, including Alan Spellberg (Supervisor of Criminal Appeals), AprilPerry (Chief Deputy and Chief Ethics Office), Lig. Reardon (First Chair Felony TrialDivision), Diann Sheridan (Former Deputy Chef of tro Criminal Prosecutions Bureau),Peter “Guy” Lisuzzo (SupervisorofPreliminary Hearings,Grand Jury, and Branch 66 untilStarch 5, 2015), Robert Mack (Second Char Felony Te Division), and Kimberly Ward i
(eadofFelony Review), disagreed with he factMy, Spain didnot accept responsibilty |
andlor that he did not enter into a formal diversion ‘program. For example, Ms. Sheridanfold the OSP that she would have expected Mr. meen “eam the privilege ofa |{dismissal} by aking certain sips, including accepting responsibility for his actions© Many interviewees, including Peter Lisuzzo (SupervisorofPreliminary Hearings, Grand i
Jucy, and Branch 66 until March 5, 201), Dinh Shosgies (Former Deputy Chief of theCriminal Prosecutions Bureau), Robert Mack (Second Che Felony Trial Division), andEnrique Abraham (Former Felony Trial Supervisor), indicated that the amount ofpommunity service seemed low. Forexample, Mr. Licuzan compared Mr. Smollot’s 15hous of community service 10 the 50 hours required fs x defendant in the first-timeoffender weapons program, see 730 ILCS S/5-6-3.6(e)(6), or the 30 hours for a deferreddrug prosecution, see 730 ILCS 5/5-6.3.3(c)(4),

* Many interviewees, including April Perry (Chief Deputy and Chief Ethics Officer), LauraAvala-Gonzalez (Felony Deputy Review Supervisor), Mary Pat Devereux (AssistantSate’s Attomey, Grand Jury Unit), Robert Mack (Secund coat. Felony Trial Division),James Murphy (Supervisor ofPreliminary Hearings, Gara Jury, end Branch 66 statingMarch 6, 2019), Diann Sheridan (Former Deputy Cherofthe Criminal Prosecutions !
Bureau), Kimberly Ward (Head of Felony Review), Cathy Hufford (Branch CourtSupervisor), and Peter Lisuzzo (Supervisor of Preliminary Hearings, Grand Jury, and |
Branch 66 until March 5, 2019), thought that he act thes yp Smollett only paid $10,000 |
Vis dou given he amount CPD spent investigating th case ang fer fact that Mr. Smollett |likelyhas the meansto pay full restitution andor $10,000 did not seem consistent with ithe CCSAO's goal to make victims as whole ac possible, when the defendant has thefinancial means to do so, which they assumed Mr. Small. likely did.

* Victim Witnesses Assistance Unit Specialist Elizabeth Caran Buerger also toldthe OSP iShe was ‘stunned and shocked, in particular by bow the sane quickly advanced for il
dismissal. She also said the tems of the dismissal ree insulting given Mr. Smollett ilSosentially “mocked” hate crime victims and could have gases damage to the LGBTQcommunity by falsely reporting a hate crime.

+ Nicholas Tratenko, Felony Review Deputy Supervisor, also told the OSP that “everythingabout [the dismissal] was wrong,"
|+ Peter Lisuzzo, SupervisorofPreliminary Hearings, Grand Jury, and Branch 66 at the time |

Mr. Smollett was indicted, told the OSP it was a“stm disposition” and he had never |
seen anything like it before.

}
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i
Third, when the CCSAO approved charges against Mr. Smollett on February 20, 2019 and |

then filed the 16-count indictment on March 7, 2019, the CCSAQ decision-makers on the Initial }
Smollett Case (Mr. Magats and Ms. Lanier) believed the case was strong.’ Mr. Magals told the
OSP that when the CCSAO charged and then indicted Mr. Smollett, he thought the CCSAO had a
good, strong case. Mr. Magats also told the OSP that he had asked Ms. Lanier if she had any
concemns about charging the case, and she said she did not. Consistent with Mr. Mags”
recollection, Ms. Lanier told the OSP that she had thought there was sufficient evidence to meet |
the CCSAO's burden—legally and ethically—to charge the case. She said that whether the |
CCSAO could ultimately meet the reasonable doubt standard at trial was part of her thought
process when she approved charges, and she had a good-faithbelief that the CCSAO could sustain
proof at trial. She told the OSP that she was not awareofanyone at the CCSAO who disagreed
with that assessment.

Fourth, the consensus amongst the current and former CCSAO employees the OSP
interviewed was that the CCSAO typically dismisses a case without requiring an admission ofguilt
or participation in a diversion program’ (e.g., the Felony Deferred Prosecution Program) only if
the circumstances change—primarily if the CCSAO learns of new evidence such that it believes
the defendant is innocent or the CCSAO cannot meet its burden. For example, Diann Sheridan,
who was Deputy Chiefofthe Criminal Protections Bureau in early 2019, told the OSP that it is
unusual to dismiss a case without a change in the evidence (or else requiring some period of
supervision, such as is required by the diversion programs). Peter Lisuzzo, who was Supervisor
of Preliminary Hearings, Grand Jury, and Branch 66 when the CCSAO sought a true bill of
indictment in the Initial Smollett Case, told the OSP that there would have tobe new evidence or
information to justify a dismissal like that in the Initial Smollett Case. James Murphy, who took
‘over Mr. Lisuzzo’s role in March 2019, similarly told the OSP that a dismissal is usually the result
ofnew information coming to light and that he had “never seen a case fll apart in a month.” Alan

> Afe State's Atomey Foxrecusedherselfon February 9, 2019, th two decision-makers on the la Smollet
(CasewereMr Magats, who Sates Atomey Foxx designated as “Acing State's Atty. and Ms. Lani, he sdprosecutor assigned to the case

# Contrary 0 the positions Ms. Lanier and Mr. Magats ave taken with the OSP and that Mr. Magts took publicly
thatthe case wus trong,Alyson Miller, Deputy ChiefofSaf, ok the OSP thatbothMr. Magats und Ms. Laniertold
Hera some poi hat there were ovidetiary challenges relating to the cas and she recalled ther indicating thse
purported “deficiencies” were par of the reason they dismissed the case. Similarly, theChief Communications‘Offic,Tana Simonton, tok the OSPtatafe the dismissal, Ms. Lanier tolder that therewere evidentiary issues. iAccording o Ms. Simonton, Mr. Mags ls toldhe something he effecof oe “evidence gains Mi. Smolled] |Wasnotaslid sit seemed.” i
# The CCSAO has certain formal diversion programs which allow an eligible defendant o avoid 8 traditional
prosecution and even to potentially have the case catirely dismissed if the defendant succesfully completes the
program's requirements. Seehips:aru cooksounfysatesattomey.orpssousces/diversion-progcams, It should becote that the OSP recognizes that th inferets of justice warrant and even necessitate dismissal in certain cies,including following he completion ofa diversion program. Additionally, nothing i his Summary Report should boGonsiruedas the OSP evaluatingo oining on the CCSAQ's efforts unde State's Atorney Foxx 0 increas the so

ofiversion programs, no as the OSP takingaposition generally on what ypesof cases shoud be referedtodiversion |programsocsmissed | |
Therear other changed circumstances that could lad te CCSAO to dismisscase, suchs ifthe CCSAQ losesa. |major motion and evidence would be excluded orif a witness disappears or dis, which are not applicable ere. i
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Spellberg, the Supervisorofthe Criminal Appeals Division, also said that fora case to be dismissed |
in the maser of the Intl Smollet Case, po vould have expected there to be a change in the |
evidence that was “very significant.” Additionally, former First Assistant Eric Sussman tolg
SP, referencing the concep ta a case cout Ly dismissed without a change in the evidence:“I've never seen anything like that

Tift, there is no indication that the CCSAO or cpp identified any new evidence after
Me. Smollett was indicted and before theCos dismissed the nial Srollet Case that changed |
the CCSAQ’s assessmentofthe case,

|ih fac, neither Mr. Magats or Ms, Lanicr—who both approved the decision to indict Mr,
Smollet—identified © the OP any new evionce they learnedofbetween the time Mr. SmollesNi Indicted and the dismissal ofhe indictment whi changedtheirview that the evidence againstMe. Smollett was strong and the CCSAO cuprove bis guilt. Specifically:

* Ms. Lanier told the OSP there was nothing specific she Ieamedthat hadchanged her viewofthe suength ofthe case between the time of mien. and when she said the CCSAQmade it initial resolution offer to Mr. Smoot, counsel at arraignment on March 14,2019,

+ Mr. Magats specifically told the OSP ho thought he case was strong. In his interview withthe OP, he also did not identify any new evtdencs that changed his assessment and didate that an issue with the strength of th evidence mgs ofthe factors he consideredhen evaluating potential resolution terms, Consists his statements to the OSP, Mr. |
Magats touted the strength ofthe case and the CCSAO's ability to prevaila trial during i
interviews with various press outlets following the dismissal, as detailed below in Sects f
LB. which discusses specific ase represontagions tj press about the dismissal. |Additionally, 10 other CCSAO or CPD interviewee identified any new evidence that the il

CCSAO leamed of between the fime of he indictment and the dismissal, and numerousposenvewees expressed how strong they though the sae Was from the information they had |
received. For example:

|* The DeputyChief of the Criminal Prosecutions Bureau at the timeofthe Initial Smollett |
Case, Diann Sheridan, described th Tniial Solio css 2 a “strong case,” and said no [a
one at the CCSAO ever told her that the case was woal.

|® Peter Lisuzzo, SupervisorofPreliminary Hearings, Grand Jury, and Branch 66 at the time |
the grand jury retumed the true billof ndicumens joy the OSP: “This was a strong case,end said he had n0 substantial concerns about the cp.

* Mr. Lisuzzo's replacement in March 2019, James Murphy, said the Initial Smollett Case: :
soeofthe strongest cases [re has] ever soon and acy be “would have been happy to i
wry that case [himself]. Te also said he had never sooe - strong case fall apart within o |
month, which would have been the circumstances wit gic Initial Smollett Case. Lo
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* Nicholas Trutenko, one of the Felony Review attomeys assisting CPD with the
investigation, said “[Mr. Smollet] had no wiggle room. The case against him was air
tight”

«Liam Reardon, the other Felony Review attomey assisting CPD, described it as a “great
case” and “solid,” noting that the feeling in the CCSAO when the case was charged was
that it was “strong.” Mr. Reardon also remarked to the OSP that even “[a] very
inexperienced third chair [ASA] could have put this case on and won.”

* The Headof Felony Review during the Initial Smollett Case, Kimberly Ward, told the OSP
that it was a “solid case.”

A Felony Review Deputy Supervisor during the Initial Smollett Case, Theodore “Ted”
Lagerwall, told the OSP he thought it was a strong case and remarked that he thought he i
“could go into a courtroom and convince a jury” based on the evidence. He also told the |
OSP he was not awareofanyone within the CCSAO that disagreed with his assessment.

* The attomey who drafted the indictment, Assistant State's Attorney Mary Pat Devereux,
told the OSP she thought that it was a “strong case” and had not heard anyone prior to
dismissal express any uncertainties or concerns about the strengthofthe case.

«Superintendent Johnson told the OSP that he was not awareofany new evidence that was
identified between charging and dismissal.

Sixth, not only did the two CCSAO decision-makers—Mr. Magats and Ms. Lanier—fail
to identify in their interviews with the OSP any change in the evidence, their offered explanations
of the process and factors that led to the resolution decision differed in four significant and
‘meaningful ways: |

(1) Who negotiated the termsofthe resolution with Mr. Smollett’s lawyers?

Mr. Magats told the OSP that Ms. Lanier handled the negotiations of the terms of the
resolution (of which he approved). By comparison, Ms. Lanier told the OSP that Mr. Magats
‘handled the negotiationsofthe terms with Ms. Smollet’s counsel. Patricia Brown Holmes, Mr. |
Smollett’s lawyer who primarily handled negotiating the resolution on Mr. Smollett’s behalf, told |
the OSP that she had initial discussions with Mr. Maga, who then relayed her to Ms. Lanier, with |
‘whom Ms. Holmes negotiated the terms of the resolution.

(2) When did Mr. Magats and Ms. Lanier begin discussing resolution terms?

Ms. Lanier told the OSP that she and Mr. Magats discussed resolution terms for the first |
and only time at Mr. Smollett’s arraignment hearing on March 1dth—at which time the CCSAQ
first discussed a potential resolutionwithMr. Smollett’s counsel. Ms. Lanier further told the OSP
she had not determined what she thought would be appropriate terms for a resolution priorto the |
arraignment hearing. ‘By comparison, Mr. Magats told the OSP that he and Ms. Lanier discussed |
the termsofthe dismissal prior to Mr. Smollett’s March 14, 2019 arraigament. !
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(3) Was Mr. Smollett offered the opportunity to participate in the Felony Deferred !
Prosecution Program?

Mr. Magats told the OSP that he and Ms. Lanier jointly decided to offer Mr. Smollett the:
opportunity to enter the Felony Deferred Prosecution Program (“DPP), that they made such an
offer to Mr. Smollet, and that Mr. Smollett rejected that offer. By comparison, Ms. Lanier told
the OSP that she and Mr. Magats never discussed potentially offering Mr. Smollett entry into the
DPP andnevermade an offerto Mr. Smollett that he could participate in the DP. Consistent with |
Ms. Lanier’s memory, Ms. Holmes told the OSP that the CCSAO never offered Mr. Smollet the
chance to enter into the DPP.

(4) Were the termsof the resolutionof the Initial Smollett Case modeled afte the DP?

Mr. Magats told the OSP that the terms the CCSAO offered to Mr. Smolett (which he
ultimately accepted) were modeled aftr the DPP. To the contrary, Ms. Lanier said that she had
not modeled the terms, which she came up with at the arraignment hearing on March 14, 2019,
after the DPP.

Seventh, contrary to Mr. Magats® claim 10 the OSP (and his statements to the media in
interviews on March 26, 2019) thatthe termsof Mr. Smolltt’s resolution were modeledoffofand
similar to the requirementsofthe DPP, Mr. Smollett’s resolution does not track the requirements
of the PP:

«The standard agreement the CCSAO uses when a defendant enters the DPP explains that
DPP diverts “selected non-violent felony defendants ... into an intensive twelve (12) {
month preindictment program” and explains that “[wlhena defendant successfully
completes this intensive yearlongprogram, the State's Attorney's Officewillexercise its
prosecutorial discretion and dismiss the felony charge,” yet Mr. Smollett had his case
dismissed without any periodofparticipation in a program, let alone a yearof supervision.

«The DPP statute, 730 ILCS 5/5-6-3.3, requires the defendant to pay “full” restitution, yet
Mr. Smollett paid only $10,000, which amounts to less than 10%ofthe $130,106.15 in
CPD overtime pay that the City alleges it paid solely due to Mr. Smollett’s allegedly false |
statements to the CPD, which arguably would have been the relevant amountofrestitution |
for Mr. Smollet’s charged crimes$

+ Whena defendant must complete community service under the DPP (i.c.,ifthe defendant |
is not employed), the statute requires a minimum of 30 hours of community service and |

In fact, Ms. Perry explained to the OSP that Mr. Maga told ber about the termsofthe dismissal th day before the
dismissal hearing, an hat he (od he the terms were similar othe DPP taut. Ms. Pery told th OSP she actually
‘walked througha printout ofthe DEPstatue, tie Offender InteStatute, 730 ILCS 5/5.6-3.3) with Mi. Miagats
and asked whether various tequitements were art ofth agreement with Mr. Smollet. She sid that she told Mr. |
‘Magats that th resolution terms did not align withthe DP statute.

* SeeCityofChicago. Soll, No. 19-cv-04547, Dit. 11 (ND. 10). |
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the CCSAQ's standard agreement requires 96 hours—far above the 15hous Me. Smollettcompleted.

* A defendant under the DPP must meet other requirementsfor the durationofthe program,such dsnotpossessing any controlled substance, including eanabis, or any deadly weapon,including a firearm, ncitherofwhich were an obligation imposed on Mr. Smllog.
pdehth, contrary t0 Mr. Magats claim to the OSP that Me. Smolltt was offered entry inothe DPP (an offer which Ms. Lanier and Ms. Holmes both say was not made), the Inia Susi.ase was not even screened for the DP, unlike virtually every ofher cae that proceedsthroughbond court in Cook County. Specifically, the CCSAQ's Alermative Sentencing Unt. wihpically cteens cass for diversion programs, such as the DP, did no srcen th suse Beonuse,Baan: tots standard process, it does not screen a case if it has already been assigned 10 anssitant States Atiomey (here, Ms. Lanier). The OSP has not identified ay evidenes shat Me.Magats or Ms. Lanier screened the case for the DPP, and they did not even cont any pointith the Altematve Prosecutions Unit about whether the case would be eligible for the Dip.
Furthermore, even fthe case was scrcened, it would not havebeen possible orthe CCSAQ{o offer Mr. Smolltt entry ino the DP afer his arraignment as Mr. Magats claimed in hi 06interview becausea referral to the DPP mustoceurprior to a.formalplea at an arraignment?
Ninth, the CCSAO did not identify any specific cases similar to the Initial Smollett Casethat the CCSAO relied upon when resolving the Tait Smollet Case. Specifically, im sfoJaiten document request (which was later served via a formal grand jury subpooua), the Oopohsed the following from the CCSAO: “All case filesofthe [CSA]of cases resolved priordo the fatal Smolltt Case] tht wesslto the Tnitial Smllet Case] ha they wererian by the [CCSAO] 10 resolve the (Initial Smollett Case] on the terms presented in cont 1sresolving the [Initial Smollett Case] on March 26, 2019.” The CCSAO admited that it could nsdensifyorproduce asingleresponsivecase file. Similarly, durin ther interviews with feOSP,Mr. Magats and Ms. Lanier both were asked wha, ifany, similar precedent they had in mindslid upon when resolving the Initial Sollee Cas. Neither identified ny speciic precedent onwhich they had relied.

|
iTenth, even puting aside the negotiation process and resolution terms themselves, the |CCSAO handled the dismissal in three atypical and non-transparent ways. |

* The CCSAO advanced the case from an April 17, 2019 court date to March 26, 2019nates before conductingthdismissal hearing, without any notice o the mediao public.despite knowing there was significant interest n the case, including because the meta nagfiled & petition to have cameras in the courtroom. While prosecarors sometimes advance x |case to dismiss it, especiallyifthe defendant i in custody or the prosecutor determines thedefendant is innocent, neither such circumstance was present in the Initial Smolltt Cac. iHowever, Ms. Holmes told the OSP the advancement ofthe Initial Smollet Case to Mal—_—
ieeMops cookoutsoxenroams (tating ht he DPP programs aeBeeseloTADILCS 55.633 tang hatth defendant would waive prslimisy bsking bosmg ithe DEP).
I
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26, 2019 was due to a scheduling issue on her end. State's Attorney Foxx acknowledgedto the OSP that advancing the case in the manner it was done “when there was so muchinterest” “gave the appearance that this was done in secret ... and allowed for the integrityofthe results to come into question.”

* Ms. Lanier read astatement atthe distnissal hearing on March 26, 2019 which she draftedin conjunction with Mr. Smollett's counsel and which did not provide any specific reasonsfor the dismissal beyond that the CCSAO had “reviewfed) the facts and circumstances ofthe case, including Mr. Smollett’s volunteer service to the community and agreement foforfeit his bond to the CityofChicago” and decided dismissal was the “just disposition andappropriate resolution to this case.” State's Attorney Foxx said that this statement wasatypical and she was “confused” when she learned about it in part because “typically wedon't consult with defense attorneys about statements that we're making about facts in acase.”

* The CCSAO did not consult with the CPD about the terms of the resolution andintentionally chose not to alert the CPD that the case would be dismissed ntl minutesbefore the hearing, despite allofthe diligent and hard work the CPD put into investigatingthecaseand the fact that many CCSAO interviewees said they would have considered theCPDa victimofMr. Smollett’s alleged crimes and/or for purposes of restitution.” Mr.Magats, Ms. Ellis (Director of Extemal Affairs), and State's Aftorney Foxx told the OSPthat the CPD was not given advance notice of the dismissal hearing because there wereconcems that inaccurate information might have been released publicly, given the issuesdiscussed in Section VI. concerning the alleged “leaks.” In fact, State's Attorney Fox toldthe OSP she intentionally chose not to even alert then-Superintendent Johnson of thedismissal in advance, explaining to the OSP that while she “had respect for SuperintendentJohnson and felt that [they] had a cordial relationship, his leadership over this matter withtheleaks,”—and the fact that she was told the rumor about her being related to Mr.Smolletr, which according to State's Attomey Foxx stemmed from SuperintendentJohnson's office—“did not give [her] the utmost confidence in how he could handle [] theinformation.” She said the CCSAO wanted to “give [CPD] the information ina time wherewe felt like it would not be compromised.”

Allofthe above actions by the CCSAO demonstrate a substantial abuseofdiscretion andoperational failures in termsofthe process and decision-making sed to resolve the Initial SmollettCase.

B. SECOND FINDING OF ABUSE OF DISCRETION: The CCSAO Engaged ina Substantial AbuseofDiscretion and Breached Its ObligationsofHonesty and |Transparency by Making False and/or Misleading Statements to the PublicRegarding the Nature and Reason for the Dismissalofthe Initial Smollett Case |

1 ting aside any legal definitionsof what constitutes “vit” under nos law fo notification or rstttion |purposes, Superintendent Johnson told the OS thathe “absolutely” viewed the CPDasa victim of Mi. Smollet’s ilalleged fuse repors.
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ihe CCSAO must operate in a transparent way so that, among other things, it can be heldxeouniable by the public. However, the CCSAO as an entity, as wel a¢ Ms. Magats and State'sorney Foxx, made statements aboutthe mature and reason frMi. Sons dismissal that werefalse and/or misleading.

I. Tulse andlor Misleading Statement about the Dismissal #1: TheECSAO Mischaracterized the Resolution ofthe Initial Smallett CaseagSimilar to Thousandsof Other Cases
On March 26, 2019, followingthe dismissal ofthe nialSallett Case, the CCSAOissuedthe following press statement (the “Dismissal Press Statement’
After reviewing all ofthe facts and circumstancesofth case, including Mr. Smolletfe'sColuntecr service in the community and agreement to forfoit his boud ty pe City ofChicago, we believe this outcome is 2 just disposition and appropriste seach. to thiscase.

the last two years, the Cook County State's Attorney's Office has referred morethan35700 cases for altemative prosecution. This is not 4 new or uss) practice. An ;hemative disposition doesnot mea that herewere any problems of nies soi the |Case or the evidence. We stand behind the Chicago Police Department's investigation andQur decision to approve charges in this case. We did not exonerate My. Smollet[t]. Thecharges were dropped in retun for Mr. Smollet{]s agreement to dp community serviceand orteit his $10,000 bond to the CiyofChicago. Withoutthecompletion atureterms,ine charges would not have been cropped. This cntcome was met under the punscriteriathat would occur for and is available to any defendant with islecircumstances
Jccarding to Ms. Ellis (Director of Extcmal Airy, Ms. Simonton(Chief iCommunications Officer), and State's Attomey Fox, the purpose of the Dismissal Press |Statement was to communicate 0 the public that the resolution of he Il Smollett Case was {hot an outlier and was similar to how many other cases had been resolved during State’s AttorneyFoxes tenure.

|
During the aftemoon and evening of March 26th (the day of the dismissal), Mr. Magats |Divnog) oof fnterviews to various press outlets where he sated points stil ty those jiDismissal ress Statement, including characterizing th resolution ofhe fl Smollett Case as iic {0 5700 other cass. For example, Mr. Magas (old NBC. Chicago: “1 the ot oeyears {not som $:700 cases either intoa diversionorsome type ofatematve prosecution mast Its |tp thing tha is unique. 16° not ist ime this has happened. 1's happenca over 5,700 timesin the last two years. And it's available to other defendants who are charged with other similar—

geDismisal Press Statement was ill dae by messesofthe CCSAO communications team ic. Ms iSimonton 1nd Ms Ell). Evidenes inisies Mir. Mags viewed an appre mes2StaceSeteemsorney Fox told the OS hatsh id not eal her ev of vous irp esS Press |amen but sidsh was a estatodiscussions shout having heDispr enS relaya“heme” of ilthe resolution no being an “outlierfor similarly situated cases
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offenses.”'? Also during his interviews on March 26th, Mr. Magats repeatedly indicated that the
resolution was similar to cases resolved via deferred prosecution programs, such as the DPP. For
example, he stated to NBC Chicago that the CCSAO “[IJooked it along linesof what issetout in
the deferred prosecution statute ... It was lookedaton that typeofmodel.” J

State’s Attorney Foxx repeated similar points during interviews she gave to various press I
outlets on March 27, 2019 (the day after the dismissal). For example, according fo audio
recordings the OSP obtained, she told one reporter that Mr. Smollett “gof the treatment we've
givento about 5,700 other people over the courseofthe last two years.” She also told a reporter
that Mr. Smollett “was treated no different than the 5,700otherpeople who participated in similar |
cases.” i

However, the evidence the OSP developed makes it clear that there are fundamental facts
‘which are inconsistent with the CCSAO, Mr. Magats, and State’s Attomey Foxx's messaging:

(1) the Initial Smollett Case did not fit the criteria the CCSAO’sChiefData Officer used
to identify the cited 5,700 figure because it was not referred to a diversion program and,
thus, it was meaningfully different from how those 5,700 cases were resolved;

(2) there were not thousands of (or, arguably any) similar cases that the CCSAO resolved
in a similar way to the Initial Smollett Case; and

(3) as discussed above on page 15, the CCSAO did not identify or produce to the OSP a
single CCSAO case similar to the Initial Smollett Case that the CCSAO relied on when
determining the termsofhis resolution. i

i It Was Not Accurate to Represent that Mr. Smollett’s Case Was
Similar to the 5,700 Cases Referenced Because He Was Not
Referredto a Diversion Program

In short, the Initial Smollett Case is different than and does not fit the criteria that was used
to identify the 5,700 figure the CCSAO touted as the number of cases resolved similarly to the
Initial Smollett Case. In fact, the CCSAQ’s Chief Data Officer, Matt Saniie, explained to the OSP
that the 5,700 figure reflected only cases the CCSAQ had referred to adiversion program—cases
that were coded differently in the CCSAQ’s data portal thanthe Initial Smollett Case, which was
‘not referred to any program." Stated differently, if Mr. Saniie had run the same search he used to
pull the 5,700 cases after the Initial Smolleit Case was resolved, the Initial Smollett Case would
not have been included in the cases identified. Thus, the 5,700 figure did not reflect cases resolved i

"* Availablear: hitps://www.nbechicago comynews/local/ussie-smollet-charges-dropped-reaction:507673291htm.

Available at: htps://sww.nbschicagocom/news localjussie:smollettcharges-dropped-reaction-50767329LLbtm.

"It should be noted that the CCSAO's counsel told the OSP that the CCSAQ is not able to re-create this precise list iOf 5,700 cass because the database iscontinually being updated with nw case, and 3  resul,i iunabl ote
crate what the dataset looked like at the time the Chief Dat Officer ra the serch that produced approximately |
5,700 hi.
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in the same manner as the Initial Smollett Case; yet, the CCSAO's public messaging portrayed theInitial Smollett Case as being akin to those 5,700 cases.
Notably, there was a realization within the CCSAO that the 5,700 figure did not represent |‘What the CCSAO, Mr. Magats, and State's Attomey Foxx stated to the public and that the publicand press did not understand the CCSAOs inconsistent use ofterminology relating to “altemativeprosecutions,” “doferred prosecution,” and “diversion” when describing the resolution oftheInitialSmollett Case. In fact, evidence indicates there was at least one meeting, which included Mr.Saniie, members of the executive staff, the communications team, and Supervisors from theAlternative Prosecutions Unit following the dismissal of the Initial Smollett Case to discuss thefact that the CCSAO was not uniformly using terminology relating fo altemative prosceutions anddiversion programs, and that the CCSAO needed to make sure it was using those terms accuratelyand consistently when making public statements. Ye, despite these realizations thattheDismissalPress Statement and statements made by State's Attomey Foxx and Mr. Magats about theresolution were, at a minimum, unclear, the CCSAO did not issue any clarifying or correctivestatements

The fact that the Dismissal Press Statement ried to equate Mr. Smollett’s resolution tothousands of cases resolved through diversion programs (when his case was not) is particularly !problematic when, as discussed above in Section LA., the terms of his resolution do not ovenmirror the requirementsofthe DPP,

Therefore, the evidence shows that the CCSAO issued a false and misleading statement tothe press equating the resolutionofthe Initial Smollet Case to thousandsof cases from which itmeaningfully differs—the themes of which were also propagated by Mr. Magats and State'sAttorney Foxx in their respective interviews with reporters. The fact that such 4 significantmischaracterization could be asserted without sufficient vetting, repeated by figurcheads of the iCCSAO, and then never corrected or clarified—particularly in a case the CCSAO knows hascapturedthepublic atention—is unacceptableforan office that must be transparent and maintainpublic confidence. Simply put, as cven Jennifer Ballard.Crof, the CCSAQ’s Chief of Staff,acknowledged to the OSP, the CCSAO could have asked more questions or done more diligencebefore making statements to the effectof “we do this all the time.”

ii. The Dismissal Press Statement Represented Mr. Smollet’sResolution as Being Similar to Thousandsof Other Cases When |
1t HadNot and CouldNot Identify Similar Cases | i

As discussed above on page 15, Ms. Lanier and Mr. Magats did not have any specific 1similar cases in mind when they resolved the Initial Smolett Case. However, ater the dismissal,the CCSAO attempted to find anecdotal evidence of similar resolutions to support its publicnamative that the resolutionofthe Initial Smollet Case was not an outlier, but struggled fo findany similar cases resolved in a similar manner (let alone thousands as was implied by the |Dismissal Press Statement). i
|Specifically, on the momingofMarch 27, 2019 (the day aftr the dismissal), Ms. Lanier isent an email to ASAs who lead different branches or divisions with the following request. i
1
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We are looking for examples of cases, felony preferable, where we, in exercising our idiscretion, have entered into verbal agreements with defense attorneys to dismiss charges iagainst an offender if certain conditions were met, such as the payment of restitution,completion of community service, completion of class, efc., but the defendant was notplaced in a formal diversion prograrn,

Please ask your ASASifthey have examplesof these types of dispositions and we wilwork with themfurtherto figure out on what case it was done. Nobody is in trouble, we.are just looking for further examples ofhow we, as proscutors, use our discretion in &way that restores the victim, but causes minimalharm to the defendant in the long term,
‘While Ms. Lanier did receive a limited number ofresponses to her inquiry, the OSP believes thecase examples she received are meaningfully different than Mr. Smollett’s case (e.g. misdemeanorcases rather than felony casos, defendants who paid full restitution unlike Mr. Smollet, etc). Infact, State's Attorney Fox's ChiefofStaff, Jennifer Ballard-Crof, tod the OSP that Ms. Lanier'sanecdotal search for similar cases identified “nothing on point” and said that the CCSAO had notbeen able to identify any data to support the narrative in the Dismissal Press Statement that theCCSAO resolves cases inthe manner ofthe Initial Smollot Case “al the time.” Thus, the CCSAGvas notableto identify anything close to the thousandsofsimilar cases to which it implied theInitial Smollet Case was similar.’

2. False and/or Misleading Statement about the Dismissal #2: The |CCSAO Falsely Represented to the Public that $10,000 Was the Most |Mr. Smollett Could Have Been Ordered to Pay in Restitution Under |the Law i
As pat of is efforts to publicly justify the terms on which it resolved the Initial SmollettCase, the CCSAO made false and misleading statements claiming that the most Mr. Smollett couldHave ever been ordered to pay in restitution was $10,000 (the amount Mr. Smollett voluntarilyreleased to the CityofChicago in conjunction with his dismissal).
Specifically, both Mr. Magats and State's Attomey Foxx repeatedly stated duringinterviews with the press on March 26 and 27, 2019, respectively, that the maximum amount ofrestitution Mr. Smollett could have been ordered to pay if he were convicted after a trial or guiltyplea was $10,000.’ However, this is false. |

2 OF note, State's Atomey Foxx gave the OSP what shethoughtwsth most “apples topples” comparison ofa }Similac” case the CCSAO resolved during her tenure, though itis sgaifcanty different tan the nial lle Case.Acaoringlo State's AtorneyFox, hat cas involvedaincidentwhereawoman, who had mental health challenger ifilely accused a man of iabing her and was not charged with fling fle police report. Notably, tat es 1 |meaningfully different fromthe nial Sollee Case in that tealleged perpersor was mot ven chargedwith cine,unlike Mr. Stolle, who was charged with 16 counts of disorderly conduct stemming from multiple fle statment |tothe CPD,
|

Fos example, S's Aton Fos tld he ChicagoSnTins ringa ervew an March 27,2019 that he |amount Mr. Smollet was offeed to payi conjunction with his dismissal asthe “maximus” amoustofestitntion idlowed. According to an audio recoding the OSP obtained, sh similarly tid Will Le of the Chicago bun, il“And so in ths particular case, even with all oftht, he got the maximum allowed under the statue. The estilo ;
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Although there are certain sections of the disorderly conduct statute that contain a |stitution cap, threi no such cap for the provisionunderwhich Mr. Smollet was charged, 720 |TLCS 5726-1(2)(4). Asa result, ifMr. Smollet had been found guilty and sentenced. Ms. Smolletcould havebeenordered to pay significantlymorethan $10,000, such as, perhaps,the$130,106.15hat the CPD claims it expended to investigate Mr. Sole’ alleged false police reportFurthermore, as discussed above, if Mr. Smollet had entered the DPP, he would have seenrequired to pay “full restitution.” Therefore, the contention that Mr. Smolltt's voluntaryrelinquishment ofhis $10,000 was the most he could have been required to pay as restitutionif the |case were resolved through a diversion program or sentencing afer a finding ofguilt is baseless. |
The CCSAO repeatedly asserted ths false claim despite the fact that Ms. Lanier made itclear on the dayofth dismissal to Ms. Els, Ms. Simonton, Mr. Foley, and Mr. Magats tat thereaes io $10,000 statutory cap for Mr. Smollet's charges. Specifically, in an email on th eveningof March 25, 2019 discussing draft language for a statement about the resolution, Ms. Lanicyrejected Ms. Ells’ suggestion that the CCSAO should note that $10,000 is the maxisaum amountofrestitution allowed under the disorderly conduct statute.” Ms. Lanier wrote: “1 do no tink weshould include the statutory language regarding restitution as he was not charged under thtsubsection (4)6)." Notably, Mr. Magats responded: “Agreed. Ifi’s not charged in that particular‘way then we shouldn’t mention it"

3. False andlor Misleading Statement about the Dismissal #3; TheCCSAO Falsely Represented to the Public that Mr. Smollett Had NoCriminal Background at the Time His Case was Dismissed
The CCSAO communications team and State's Attomey Foxx repeatedly indicatedpublicly that Mr. Smollet had to criminal background, tough Ms. Lanier specifically stated atMr. Smolett’s bond hearing that Mr. Smollett has a prior misdemeanor conviction out of iCalifornia from September 22, 2007 for DUI, driving without a license, and giving flse |information to the police, for whichhewasplacedon 24 monthsofprobation. J
For example, according 10 audio recordings, State's Attorney Foxx also stated duringinterviews with thepressonMarch 27, 2019 that Smollethad “no background” andthat “he didn's }have a background." State’s Attomey Foxx also published an op-ed in the Chicago Tribune onMarch 29, 2019 in which she analogized Mr. Smollett’s case to other cases. involving suspects with i |“20 prior criminal record.”

1

af $1000 Sinilcly, Mr. Magas told Greg HinofCrain's Chicago Business on March 26, 2019, “Tfyoulok a.the disorderly conduc tate. resttaton is cappedat 10000. |
re Despite his cil, Ms. Lanier tod th OSP uring er neview tht, at thet he determined th sproprit Itomsof the resolution, she thoughtthat $10,000was he restintion capfo Mi. Soles charges i
at's Atomey Foxx told th SPs bad notbeenavar ofMir Smallts prior criminal itr, hough sid |he night have read something ona website afc the dismissal refering to him hovinga prior convey. she pi iheOSP she hadnotead the transcript fom Mc: Smolle'sbondhearing where Ms. Laer dscseed £5 bask.
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Ms. Elli (Director of External Affairs) emailed a statement to the Chicago Sun-Times on |March 29, 2019 which said: “Treating Mr. Smollelt)'s case any differently than a first-time |offender without a criminal history becauseofhis status as a public igure is wrong and in direct‘opposition to the mission, vision, and values of this office.” The CCSAO also issued a similarstatement in response to a criticism published by the National District Attorney’s Associationstating: “Treating Mr. Smollett’s case any differently than a first-time offense without any historybecauseofthe ‘consequential effects’ofhis actions is wrong and in direct opposition to the valuesof this office.”

The fact that the CCSAO represented Mr. Smollett had no criminal background to try to |Justify to the public the terms of his dismissal is particularly troubling given that Mr. Smollet’s |prior conviction related, in part, to makinga false statement to police, and thus, similar to hisalleged conduct (i,, making a false police report) in the Initial Smollett Case.

4. False and/or Misleading Statement about the Dismissal #4: State’s
Attorney Foxx Pivoted Her Position and Falsely Represented that the
‘CCSAO Dismissed the Case Due to Evidentiary Issues

‘Consistent with statements given 1o the press by Mr. Magats on the day of the dismissal,State’s Attomey Foxx stated during interviews with reporters on March 27,2019 that the case wasstrong, explained that the dismissal was not an indicationofany evidentiary infirmity, and assertedthat the CCSAO believed it would prevail at trial. Despite this initial stance (which was consistent |with the CCSAO’s Dismissal Press Statement), State's Attomey Foxx switched her position dayslater in an op-ed in the Chicago Tribune in which she falsely represented that the CCSAOdismissed the case due to evidentiary problems.

Specifically, on the day of the dismissal, Mr. Magats touted the strength of the case andmade clear that the dismissal was not indicative of or because of any weakness in the evidence.For example, Mr. Magats told the Chicago Tribune: “It’s a mistake and it’s ‘wrong to read into the |decision that there was something wrong or that we leamed something about the case that wodidn’talreadyknow.” Mr. Magats similarly told the Washington Post that the decision to dismiss |the case “should not be considered by anyone as a statement, a signal, a hint, anything, that the icase is weak or the case fell apart,"20 Additionally, according to an audio recording, Mr.Magatsexplained to anotherreporter: “There is no infirmity in the case. There is no smoking gunor secret {evidence that we foundoranything like that. There is nothing that changed.” Finally, Mr. Magats itold a Chicago Sun-Times reporter: “The factthatanaltemative disposition entered in this case is 18not and should not be viewed by anyone as some typeofadmissionthat there was ‘something wrong i‘with the case or something wrong with the investigation that the Chicago Police Department did.”

Consistent with Mr. Magats” position on the day of the dismissal (and his position when ihe was interviewed by the OSP), State’s. Attomey Foxx explained in interviews on March 27, 2019 i |

i
te Available a: ipsoshicagotivuneconnwsbreaking/tmet ussiesmlletshargesdropped2019026: Isoryhia, |
* valable at; https: washingtonpostcomarts-enertainment2019/03/26 charges.aginstenpire-acior. ilusesmollet-doppedtisstomensaysl,
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(the day afer the dismissal) that the CCSAO had a strong case and would have prevailed at rial
For example, State's Attomey Foxx told the Chicago Sun-Times: “I believe based on the |
information that was presented before the grand jury, based on what I've seen, the office had a
strong case ... that would have convinced a trier of fact” She also told the Sun-Times, “you
can’t even engage in that conversation around an altemative disposition without believing in that
‘person's gut, or at least your ability to prove that person's guilt.” She further told the Sun-Times
a the request for the $10,000 was made because “ou office believed that we could prove his |
guilt” and explained that “the notion that this was somehow exonerating or the implication that the |
prosecutor's office somehow believed in his innocence is very frustrating to the ideal ofalternative
prosecution.”Consistentwith these statements, she told Will Lecofthe Chicago Tribune, “we do
believe in fact that we would be able to prove he is guiltyofthe charges that he was charged with
and “we believe that we had sufficient evidence to make the case to prove his guilt” State's
‘Attorney Foxx similarly told Leah HopeofABC 7 Chicago: “I cannot ask Mr. Smollett to forfeit i
his $10,000 bond ifI didn’t believe we could meet our ethical burden in this case.” |

Consistent with State's Attomey Foxx's media talking points, the CCSAO's Dismissal
Press Statement also stated that the nature of the resolution did “not mean that there were any
problems or infirmities with the case or the evidence.”

However, despite allofthese statements abou the strengihofthe case, in a matterofdays,
State's Attorney Foxx's position changed. Specifically, on March 29, 2019, State’s Attomey Foxx
published an op-ed in the Chicago Tribune in which she wrote the following:

So,why isn’t Smollett in prison or at least on trial? Thereare two different answers to this, !
both equally important. \

First, the law. There were specific aspects ofthe evidence andtestimonypresentedto the
office that would have made securing a conviction against Smollett uncertain. In
determining whether or not to pursue charges, prosecutors are required to balance the
Severity of the crime against the likelihood of securing a conviction. For a variety of
reasons, including public statements made about the evidence in this case, ry office
believed the likelihoodof securing a conviction was not certain. (emphasis added)*

This pivot in her description of the case from “strong” to “uncertain” is false and
misleading. State's Attomey Foxx's statements in the Match 29, 2019 Tribune op-ed falsely i

|
_ |

1 Tis position that the case was strong is aso consistent with how others tthe CCSAO viewed the case as detailed
. in Section LA

2 gvailable ar: htpsichicago.sunimes.com/2015/372)18349361iim:forcsvewould-have-convised-ussic:

State's Atiomey Foxx told the OSP that when she made these siatements on March 27, 2019, she had not “seen
anything related 1 the case,” including grand jury tanscripts, detective nots, the bond proffer, “or anything,” and

not take any steps 10 edcat herselfabout he case beyond brief discussion with Ms. Magats. |

® Available at: hups:/iwwew chicagotribune.conyopinion/commentary/ct-perspec-kim-foxx-jussie-smolledt- |
20190329-story hi.
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portrayed the CCSAO (i.c, her “office” as having dismissed the case due to specific evidentiary
problems when the decision-makers on the case believed (and told the OSP) the exact opposite:
(ic. that the case was strong), as detailed above in Section LA As a result, Stae’s Atiomey !
Foxx’ statements in the March 29, 2019 Tribune op-ed not only contradicted the statements she,
Mr. Magats, and the CCSAO had made on March 26th and March 27th, but they falsely
represented what had driven the “offices” decision to dismiss the case. {

C. THIRD FINDING OF ABUSE OF DISCRETION: The CCSAO Engaged ina
Substantial Abuse of Discretion and Breached ts ObligationsofHonesty and
Transparency By Making False and/or Misleading Statements Regarding
State’s Attorney Foxv’s Recusal to the Public

On February 9, 2019, State's Attomey Foxx decided to recuse herself from the Initial
Smollett Case based on a recommendation from April Perry, her Chief Ethics Officer, who
informed her that there was a rumor within CPD that State's Attorney Foxx was related to or had
a relationship with Mr. Smollett or his family. AfterState's Atiomey Foxx made the decision to
recuseherselffrom Initial Smollett Case, she and the CCSAO came to realize that her recusal was
legally defective in a major way—namely, that she could not simply appoint Mr. Magats to be
“Acting State's Attomey” on the case, but instead needed to recuse the entire CCSAO and petition
the court to appointa special prosecutor. Insteadofimplementing the proper legal course to camry
out the recusal once this defect was brought (0 their attention, the CCSAO and State's Attorney
Foxx made the decision to ignore this major legal defect seemingly because they did not want to
admit that they had made such a major mistake of judgment regarding State’s Attomey Fox's
recusal. The CCSAO and State's Attomey Foxx then compounded the problem by making a false
statement to the media about State's Atiomey Fox's knowledge of this major legal defect in
carrying out the recusal.

‘This major legal defect regarding State's Attomey Foxx's recusal was called to the
attention of Mr. Magats, Ms. Perry, and State’s Attomey Foxx in mid-February 2019 by Assistant
State's Attomey Alan Spellberg, the Supervisor of Criminal Appeals. During the OSP’s
investigation, the OSP was advised by many interviewees that Mr. Spellberg had a reputation
‘within the CCSAO for knowing and understanding Ilinois law in a thorough manner. In fact, Mr
Spellberg told the OSP he was the “go-to” for many legal questions within the CCSAO.

The evidence the OSP developed shows that State’s Attomey Foxx decided to recuse
herselfon February 9, 2019 after herChiefEthics Officer, April Perry, informed her about a rumor |
within CPD that she [State's Attorney Foxx] was related to or had a relationship with Mr. Smollett |

Despite the fc that his op-ed, on is face, puport 0 repress he views ofthe “office” (which, at the timeofthedismissal would not have included Sates Aftomey Foxx as decision-maker a she was recused), State's AtomeyFoxx told the OSP these statements in the op-cd reflected only her own assessmentofthe Initial Smallet Case
conducted in the days following the dismissal—not actualy th views of others in the CCSAO. In fac, before
epescnting the “offices” purported views i this op-ed, she did nt even vet a draft with the two CCSAO decison:
makers on the case (Mr. Magus and Ms. Lance)o have any discasson with iter Ms. Laniero Mr. Truteko andMr. Reacdon, the two Felony Review Atiomeys who primarily assisted CPD and were closet 0 the evidence, to Iunderstand how they viewed the evidence or strengthofthe ce. H
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orbs family” On February 20, 2019, after State's Atomey Fox's recusal was reported by thedin Mr. Spellberg had muliple conversations with Ms. bony, Mi, Magats, and/or Mr. Foley, aSenior Advisor to State's Attorey Foxx who also handles communications, explaining that State'sAttomey Foxx's recusal was legally improper.
As part of those discussions, on February 20, 2019, Mr, Spellberg prepared an emailhestorandum containing legal citations in which he explained that “je ability t0 recuse from aparticular case is very broad, but it triggers the appointnent ot + special prosecutor by the court,ot simply. th transte of authority to another atfomeyof hor choosing.” He further explained:ly conclusion fiom all ofthese authorities i that while the Sean. Attomey has the complete ilscrtion 0 recuse herself from any matter, she cannot simply. frac someone (even the FirstAssistant) {0 act in her stead.” According to Mr. Spellberg, he esses he significanceofState'ssomey Foxx. improperly recusing herself by cling My, Mages, vi. Perry, and Mr. Foley,nuthe things, hia, (1)ifthe CCSAO did mot sk to have a speei prosecutor appointed toreplace State's Attomey Foxx, it could invalidate the entire ‘proceeding, and (2) he did not think itoud ve possible for charges 10 be brought while she was ransed pas? charges would bebrought under the name and authority of Kim Foxx as the State's Attorney?” Notably, Mr.Spellberg’s legal analysis and conclusions regarding the impropriety of State's Attomey Foxx's ixecusal and the legal requirements for recusal undet Iino ny align with the analysis by andulimate conclusions reached by Judge Toomin in hisJune21, 2019ordergranting the petition toappoint a special prosecutor.

pe Perry explined 0 the OSP that, based on Mr. Spelberg’s analysis, during a phoneall on February 20, 2019 with Mr. Spellberg, Mr. Magats, an ys. Foley afte they had reviewedir. Spellberg's legal analysisi bis ail, she Lid out three potty options: (1) walk back theeeusal in the press and not recuse (2) continue to recuse snd sock appointment of special iBD ecators or (3) “wall off” State's Attorney Foxx from the case and not ck se appointment ofae prosecutor. Ms. Pery told the OSP that Mr. Foley outright ejeat fie cohofwalking ipack the recusal publicly, though sh did not recall him offing a specific reason why. Ms. Perry {old the OSP that she recommended tha the CCSAG sek apesse special prosecutor, iand she proceaded to draft a petition seeking to appoint Mr Magats as the special prosecutor, |hich she emailed to Mr. Magats for bis review. Ms. Perry told the ogpherrecommendation wasnot implemented.
i

—
eeCCSAD sedstatements heres on February 19a 20, 201 ati mot enon he fact that his rumornowt reson Ut Si's Atomey Faw italy recused hese mer fullyae alin aMay31 2019 pres eles which ted tha S's gy Pom “recuse herselfnyBapn rumor she ws ltd 1 Smolt”That May 31,15pnquotes Sat'sames Fossa sayin: Falerosiett vas eltorsont s Smolit fail, so i
opmyslf om all pets of he vesigatio sad pressmgsre authority and responsibiltytomy Fist Asisant 503 0 avoideven thperception of + cones

esda oomAm owtCESAO iA Bares sty 2020 flfo, CamonichMs Crawtod isd concmsimiosved by op. Secs been mised i
nd aryenobyescSlenthe some heCCSAGCo ehid26M Pey aio spoke onthe phone shout he concerns ied byMs. Sepals LS
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According to both Mr. Magats and State’ Attorney Fox, Mr. Magats informed State's |ftorney Foxx that Mr. Spellberg had concluded, based on specific analyst of ins law, that |her recusal was legally improper. State's Attorney Foxx said that Mr. Magats actually gave herit. Spellberg's writen analysis, and, at State's Atomey Fox's request, soma1 or.soshe did not have to read Mr. Spellberg’s four-page analysis.
States Atomey Foxx told the OSP that she did not make any effort to talk fo Mr.Spellberg—the CCSAQ's go-to person on legal issues under nos lavoro Ns. Perry, her |Chief Ethics Office, to better understand the law on this japoriant legal issue. Instead, she |explained to the OSP that she told Mr. Magats tht the CCSAO should jut ello the protocolsand process that had been done before with hr prior recusals. She old the OSP tht A. Magitsagreed?

However, the CCSAO issued false statements to the press, which State's Attomey Foxxhelped draf, to cover up th fact that State's Attorney Foxx was aware of he significant conclusionSi. Spellberg reached, yet ignored it. Specifically, on April 17, 201, the Cegpge ChiefCommunications Officer Tandra Simonton emailed press outlets tho following statement: “TheState's Atiomey was not included in Alan Spellberg’s mail and was not awareof pe goneorStem iv. DivectorofExtermal Affirs Kierra Elis emailed other reporters a very simarSitement the aftemoonof April 17th which read: “The State’s Attonoy was recused 3 the thsof Mr. Spelberg's opiaion and thus had been not made aware of the aril or is contenAccording to an email from Alexandra Sims, a political campaign consultant assisting State’sflomey Foss, this second version was a “suggestion” from Site's Attomey Fox § Weshownthesepublic statements stating that she had not been aware ofMr. Spellberg’s legal analysis,State's Attorney Foxx admitted to the OSP that they were “not accurate.»
P- EQURTH FINDING OF ABUSE OF DISCRETION: The CCSAQEngagedIna Substantial AbuseofDiscretion and Breached its Obligationsof Honestygad Transparency When State's Attorney Foxx iade False andlor MisleadingStatements fo the Public that She Stopped Communicating with Jurnes iSmollett, Mr. Smollett’s Sister, After State's Attorney Foxx Had Beeonss iAware that Mr. Smollett Had Become a Subject ofthe Investigation |
is discussed below in Section V.C. State's Attorney Foxx had communications with Mr.Smolltt's sister, Jurnee Smollt, including text messages and pbone cal, betwoan February 1,2019and February 13, 2019. The inital thrustothese conversations wes Ms. Smug. expressing i5 State's Attomey Foxx concerns hr funily had about the information being relcssespubliclysbout CPD's investigation of her brother’ reported atack. State's Attomey Fons 1iandby |—

1 Ms. Dery told the OSPthat Mr. Magats informedherthe CCSAQ wouldnotbe fling a petition o point a specialekediyapproximately 20 minutes aftershsent him adraftpeciionat4.03 pm. CSTon February 2 3015. mer }esderision regardinghow o proced withthe recusal and whether § wes ely rossscreeoh imse manne on February 200, Ms. ery sid hat she undsond thr he GCSningreo
In fat, charges were approved that eveninga 6:10 pay. CST.

iaie State's Atomey Foxx did not specifically recall providing this Langan fo Ms, Sims during her OSP 1interview, she told the OSP that she musthovedone x.
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February 8. 2019 that Mr. Smollett had become a suspect in CPD's investigation, yet she |
continued communicating with Ms. Smollett through February 13, 2019, including via five text i
messages and three phone calls ** State's Attomey Foxx then made false statements to the media
claiming sheceasedall communications with Ms. Smollett as soon as she learned that Mr. Smollett
was a suspect in CPD's investigation and no longer merely a victim.

Specifically, State's Attomey Foxx repeatedly told the press that she cut off
‘communication with Ms. Smollett as soon as the case started to switch and Mr. Smollett was no
longer merely avictim. For example, in a March 12, 2019 interview with the Sun-Times, State's
Attomey Fox said: “In this particular case because I had been having conversations with a
memberofthe family whileMr. Smollett was a victim, and as thetenorofthe investigation started
to change what Idid not believe was appropriate was to engage in conversations where potentially
she is sharing information from him that can implicate him ina crime .. Again Ihad conversations
witha family member while he was infact a victim. And as he was becoming a suspect, 1 did not |
‘want cther for his family, or the public, o believe whatever our charging decision was going to
be because we hadn't made a charging decision.” (emphasis added). Similarly, on March 27,
2019, State's Attorney Foxx told the Chicago Sun-Times, “as the days progressed, as the case
continued to gather, as the investigators gathered more information that it was becoming clear that
whatever doubts were being raised by Mr. Smollett went from doubts about his credibility as a |
victim to concerns about him potentially being a suspectin an actual crime. And that is when I
decided that because of that what T didn’t want because a relative might call and say have you
heard anything else I'm stil concemed about leaks. 1 didn’t want any conversations with that
relative when I knew that there was a potential that the relative would be a suspect.” (emphasis
added). State's Attomey Foxx told another reporter during an interview on March 27th: “The
moment that it became clear he was not [a victim], did the right thing” State's Attorney Foxx
reiterated this same position in a May 31, 2019 press statement, where she stated, “I spoke with
Mr. Smollett’s family and others while he was still considered to be the victim of a hate crime in
an effort to streamline the case and alleviate any concerns about the integrityofthe investigation.”
(canphasis added)!

The evidence the OSP developed makes it clear that State's Attomey Foxx was aware by
February 8, 2019 that Mr. Smollett was a suspect. On Friday, February 8, 2019, the CPD gave
alengthy preseatation to two CCSAO attomneys from Felony Review, Nicholas Truenko and Liam

2 Notably,thesecommunications also coninucd afr State's Atorney Foxx recused herselfon February 9, 2019. Tn
ict, phone records show that StatesAttorney Foo and Ms. Smollet hada ttl of 32 minut of phonconversations |
on both February 20h and 13th afer Stae's Attorney Fox was recused (and afer Mr. Smollett was a suspect, 5.
discussed inthis section), includinga call State's Attomey Fox intaed on the eveningofFebruary 13h without any.specific promptingor request fom Ms. Smolltt.

* Kiera Elis (Director of Exteral Affi) also made similar statements to reporters. For example, the Chicago.
Tribune quotes her as saying: “When [Sais Attomey Foxx] inilly engaged in the communications, Mr. Smollct
was still believed 0 be the victim ofth crime. .. As the investigation sare o change and it became &possibility
that he could actually be suspect, that i when she made the decision (1 Tecuse herself.
3 When asked bythe OSP if she had moved Mr. Sole: rom the “victim catgory” to “suspect ofa potential rime” |
by February Sh, State's Attomey Fou said she had. Further, when askedifwhen she was having discussions withreFEFee© Ee |
‘Atomey Foxx confirmed that was comect.
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Reardon, walking though the significant amountofevidence the CPD had gathered and analyzedAccording to Mr. Trutenko, the gist of CPD’ presentation was that the CPD believed thay br.Smallet’s report may have been false and the atack may have been a ho. Following thahecting, Mr. Trutenko and Mr. Reardon called Mr. Mags to provide him with an update ofwhatthey had leamed. Phone records show that Mr. Magals called States Attorney Foxx shortlythereafter. State's Attomey Fox told the OSP tha she recalled Mr. Magats telling her at sompoint prior © February Sth that there was a “wild tum’ in the case and that she was aware at thatpoint that Mr. Smollett was being investigatedas a suspect,
However, contrary to her representations to the press, State's Attomey Foxx had threephone call with Ms. Smollet on February 121h and 15th (detailed below in Section V.C)multiple days aftr State's Attorney Foxx was informed that Mr. Smollett was under investigationand not merely a victim.

Tl. CONCLUSION #2: THE OSP DID DEVELOP EVIDENCE THAT MAY RISE TOIHE LEVEL OF A VIOLATION OF LEGAL ETHICS BY STATE'S ATTORNEYFOXXAND CCSAO LAWYERS RELATING TO FALSE AND/OR MISLEADINGPUBLIC STATEMENTS MADE ABOUT THE PROSECUTION ORRESOLUTION OF THE INITIAL SMOLLETT CASE
Given the breadth of Judge Toomin's Second Directive, and given that the CCSAQcmploys lawyers who were involved in the CCSAO’s prosecution and resolution of the InitialSmollett Case, the OSP investigated whether thre was any conduct relating tothe Initial SmollerCase that could potentially constitute violation of the Illinois Rules of Professional Conduct,which set forth the ethical rules governing the conductof Ilinois lawyers.
The OSP assessed the CCSAO's lawyers conduct for any potential violationofthe linoRules of Professional Conduct, including Rule 3.6, which relate to publi statements by lawyersinvolved in an investigation or litigation, Rule 3.8, which sets forth the “Special Responsibiliiesofa Prosecutor,” Rule 4.2, which govems communications with persons represented by counsel(as Mr. Smollett was shortly after he reported being atacked), and Rule 8.4(0, which prohibits,mong other things, “conduct involving dishonesty, fraud, deceit, or misrepresentation” bylawyers. Based on evidence developed, the OSP's investigation focused on potential ethicsviolations under Rule 8.4(c).

|
As detailed above in Sections LB., L.C, and LD. the OSP developed evidence that the |CCSAO, State's Attorney Foxx, and/or Mr. Magats made a least six false andor. ‘misleading public {statements relating to the nature and reason for the dismissalofthe Initial SmollettCase and State'sAutomey Fox's recusal. Someofthese public statements were made on more than one occasion.The Ilinois Supreme Court ha stated that the language in Rule 8.4(c), which prohibis lawyers |rom engaging in “conduct involving dishonesty, fraud, deceit, or misrepresentation” is “broadly |construed to include anything calculated to deceive, including the suppression of truth and thy |

note, Sates Atomey Fox'slastcll with Ms. Smollett (which State's Atoney Foxx nated) was mae at i!2:05 pa. CST, afer Abimbola and Olabio Osundiro—who a hat point were Supecied of bing potent co. |‘pepitors with Mr. Smolctt—wers taken no custody at O'Hare ArprtasDetective Case Supeménrry Reports Iindicate they were picked up by CPD at 7:50 pan. and 7:59 p.m, respectively. Le
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suggestion of falsity.” In re Edmonds, 2014 IL 117696, § 53 (2014) (emphasis added).Furthermore,of particular relevance given State's Attomey Foxx’sroleas an elected official, thecomments © Rule 8.4 state: “Lawyers holding public office assume legal responsibilities goingbeyond thoseofother citizens. A lawyer's abuseofpublic office can suggest an ability o fulfilthe professional role of lawyers.” As a result, the OSP has concluded that the six faise and/ormisleading public statements discussed in Sections 1B., LC., and 1D, could potentially be deemedviolationsof Rule 8.4(c).

is important to note that under Illinois law, theOSPhas no authority to find that lawyershave violated the Illinois Rules of Professional Conduct or to conduct disciplinary proceedingsbased on those rules. Under linois Supreme Court Rule 751, that determination ross with theUlinois Attomey Registration & Disciplinary Commission (the “ARDC”). The Illinois ales ofProfessional Conduct impose a reporting obligation on lawyers under Rule 8.3(3, stating: “Alawyer who knows that another lawyer has committed a violation of Rule §.4(5) or Rule 8.4)shall inform the appropriate professional authority.” Therefore, while the OSP has no authority tomake findings determining ethical violations by lawyers, the OSP wil comply with applicablereporting obligationsasrequiredby the Ilinois RulesofProfessional Conduct, and once able underIlinois law, wil submit its Summary Report to the ARDC so that the ARDC can conduct theappropriate ethical review to determineifany ethical violations occurred,
However, beyond the false and/or misleading statements discussed in Sections LB., LC.and LD. the OSP did not develop evidence that might rise to the level ofaviolation ofthe iinofsRulesofProfessional Conduct by any CCSAO lawyer relating to the Prosecution or Resolution ofthe Initial Smollett Case. The OSP also explicitly asked interviewees who could potentially haveinformation abou ethical violations by CCSAO lawyers if they were aware of any actions byanyone at the CCSAO that might violate legal ethics. No one identified conduct, beyond pointingLo public statements that might be false and/or misleading, that could constitute a violationofthelinois Rulesof Professional Conduct.

TI. CONCLUSION #3: WHILE THE OSP DID NOT DEVELOP EVIDENCESHOWING STATE'S ATTORNEY FOXX WAS INVOLVED IN DECISION: iMAKING ON THE INITIAL SMOLLETT CASE AFTER SHE WAS RECUSED.THE OSP DID DEVELOP EVIDENCE THAT SHE WAS PROVIDED WITHEREQUENT UPDATES ABOUT THE INITIAL SMOLLETT CASE AFTER HERRECUSAL
|

According to Judge Toomin’s June 21, 2019 ruling, State's Attorney Foxx needed to have ifileda petition the court to appoint a special prosecutor When sho recused herself rather than |appointing Mr. Magats to serve as “Acting States Attomey” for the matter herself. There is nota iclear legal standard for what she could and could not do after she improperly recusedherselffrom ithe Initial Smollett Case without seeking the appointmentof a special prosecutor. The CCSAOalso did not have any policy in February 2019 outlining what the parameters of “recusal” were ifthe State's Attorney did not seek the appointment ofa special prosecutor. State's Attomey Foxx{old the OSP she thought her recusal meant she could not have any role in the decision-making for Hor otherwise influence how the Initial Smollett Case was handled, though she thought it was fine il
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for her to receive limited updates so that she could.answer questions ifasked by the media * ManyCCSAO interviewees said they interpreted ecusal to mean Sass Attorney Foxx could have novolvement a the iia Smollet Cae, including receivingbuupdates. In addition, theOSP questions whether State's Attorney Foxx should hase me public comments about theFesolution of the Initial Smollet Case after the resolution on 5 sabe where she was recused.However, as discussed above, there is 10 clea lgal standard fog wh State’s Attomey Foxx couldond could ot do afer she recusedherselfin a manner that is inconsisint sg Wlinois law.
While the OSP has not identified evidence showing State's Attomey Foxx had anyinvolvement in any decision-making on the ital Smollet Core fg ayes provided with updates |and had discussions about events in the case after her recugal on February 9, 2019. For cxample:

* State’ Attomey Foxx had multiple cals with Mr. MagatsonFebruary 12th and 13th, 2019,{ehich she tld the OSP possibly ould have included discussions sho po Initial SmollettCase, though she recalled there was an evidentiary issue in the pending case against R.Kely hat prompted most of those call. Siate’s Attomey Fou yg OSP it was alsopossible that call she had with CCSAQ Senior Advises for Intergovernmental AffairsRobert Foley over that weskend als included discussions about heey Smollet Case,but she did not recall,

* States Attorney Foxx had multiple calls with Superintendent Johnson between February9th and the dismissal wherein the Initial Smollett Case was discussed.’ According toState's Attomey Fox, thee calls primarily involved Superintendent eine. calling and |aking for information (and State's Attomey Foxx told the. Ob. aps would refer iSuperintendent Johnson to Mr. Magats). Superintendent Johnson tod jo OSP he and |State's Attorney Foxx also had calls about information n the press concerning the case. iAdditionally, according to Superintendent Johnson, duringa cal oy February 13th, State's |Attomey Foxx and Superintendent Johnson discussed the investigation, namely the factthat Mr. Smollett was being investigated as @ suspect.
+ OnFebruary 16, 2019, Mr. Foley texted State's Atiomey Fox that Mer, Smale had hired& particular lawyer who does criminal defense work “so he knows he's i trouble,” whichcould be read a an update on the taeof th investigation against Mo Sunes (who had In0t yet been charged).

i

i_—
Jet's Arey Foo od the SP ha she bie the cts was rsd ment “ne being involved in thedecision making in the case. Not direct people on what to dy o por a engaged in the investigation orPepeany borate hat, 0 ber, cual did mot msn sh sould oy gt informationalgsma fa she coud nswr estos sk, bt 1 Gi os sy dre counseling, engaging, |
eking recommendations,o giving orders n tlaion fo te prosecution of rs ix Ascrding to phone records, he OSP identified 22 cals between State's Atorey Fox andSuperintendentJohnson |trenreay5, 2019 sod Mach 25, 2015 However, oid he OSP pps during tit period about {aber cases nd isis, these calls are ot all raed the Tal Sit ‘Whenthey did speaksbout the |
Toit Smolii Case seshe recs, Ses Aton Fo recalls Sopnonsor er asking her questions, ithes then providing updates, nd she recalled efing him Mi: Mag r |
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«On February 18, 2019, State's Attorney Foxx texted Mr. Magats asking him to call her |
because she had received a call from Superintendent Johnson. State's Attorney Foxx and
Mr. Magats then had a phone call

* On February 20, 2019, Mr. Foley texted State’s Attorney Foxx: “FYI Kim: Two brothers
are before the grand jury now. Anthony said the brothers["] lawyers are holding # presser
after so they are announcing shortly he is no longer being treated as a victim. Detectives
are going to formally present tonight and we aregoingto approve.” According to State's
Atiomey Foxx, Mr. Magats also told her on February 20th that the two primary civilian
witnesses, Abimbola and Olabinjo Osundairo, were testifying before the grand jury and
charges would likely be approved that day.

+ OnFebruary 20, 2019, Mr. Foley texted State's Attorney Foxx that Mr. Smollett would be
turninghimself in the next dey.

* On February 27, 2019, State’s Attorney Foxx sent Mr. Magats a text with a link to2 story
about some tweets by one of the civilian witnesses, writing: “I know it's not the most
reputable websit, but not sure if CPD reported this to us.” Mr. Magats responded: “First
Dve heardofthat. We asked them to do a social media search and work up and they said
theyhad someone on itand hadn't come up with anything."

* OnMarch9, 2019, Mr. Foley had a call with State's Attomey Foxx, following atextwhere
she asked himifhe had time for a call, in which, according to Mr. Foley, she expressed her
thoughts about the indictment and, in particular, the numberof counts.

+ According to State's Attomey Foxx, one week before thecasewas dismissed, Mr. Magats
told her that the CCSAO was having resolution discussions and “they were trying to work
with counsel on the case to figure out or fashion some typeofaltemative resolution.” She
recalled him indicating that the partes might agree on some typeofcommunity service as
part ofa resolution deal. State’s Attorney Foxx said that she told Mr. Magats something |
to the effect of: “Do what I've always said. Treat him like we treat others similarly
situated7

State's Attoriey Foxx explained to the OSP that she believed ll of these communications to be
‘within the boundsofher recusal because she was, at most, in her mind, receiving updates but was
not having any influence over how the case was being handled, or she was discussing. In other |

State's Attomey Foxx told the OSP she was purely in “listening mode” when she received these updtesand she
was ust being informed and "not in any way going t impact what wasalready happening.”

State's Atomney Fox tld the OSP she did not view this exchange as violationof he recusal becauseshe id not |view tis exchange as a discussion ofthe investigation or what evidence CPD bd or had not obtained but rater 35.3headsupto Magasin cae he had not sce the story.
When asked by the OSP, State's Atorey Fox sknowlecdgd ta is commen old viewed ss Tscbck” 0 |Mi. Magats on the potential resolution terms, though she said, “I don’ know that he was looking for approval or 1disapproval” |
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words, she viewedherselfas just being in “listening mode,” with information flowing only in one
direction—to her. |

Ms. Perry told the OSP that she heard State's Attorney Foxx and Mr. Magats discussing
the Initial Smollett Case in person on potentially three different occasions afier State’s Attomey
Foxx's recusal. Ms. Perry told the OSP she even recalled interrupting their discussion on one
occasion to tll State's Atiomey Foxx she should not be having such a discussion because she was
recused. State's Attorney Foxx denied that she had any in-person substantive discussions with
Mr. Magats about the case other than the discussions about potential resolution described above, !
and did not recall Ms. Perry ever telling her that any discussions he was having were inconsistent |
with her recusal. Mr. Maga told the OSP that he did not have any discussions with State's
Attomey Foxx about decision-making onthe Initial Smollett Case.

Additionally, State's Attorney Foxx was adamant in her interview with the OSP that she
had no role in the Initial Smollet Case afer her recusal, including in investigating the case,
deciding to charge the case, deciding what charges to bring, deciding what evidence to put in the
grand jury, drafiing the bond proffer, negotiating the resolution, determining the terms of the
resolution, deciding to dismiss, or decidingo advancethecase in order to dismiss it. Consistent
with her statements, the OSP did not identify any direct evidence that State's Attorney Foxx
influenced how the Tnital Smollett Case was prosecuted, the decision to dismiss, or the terms of
the dismissal. Tn fact, when asked, no interviewee was awareofState's Attorney Foxx having any
role in any stepofthe Inital Smollett Case after her recusal

Given that there is no applicable legal standard governing the type of recusal State’s
Attomey Foxx implemented, as she was—according to Judge Toomin—required to recuse the
entire CCSAO, the OSP cannot reach any final legal conclusion regarding whether she acted
consistently with being “recused.”

IV. CONCLUSION #4: THE OSP DID NOT DEVELOP EVIDENCE THAT WOULD
SUPPORT ANY CRIMINAL CHARGES AGAINST STATE'S ATTORNEY FOXX
OR ANY INDIVIDUAL WORKING AT THE CCSAQ

‘After the dismissal of the Tnitial Smollet Case to terms favorable to Mr. Smollett there
was speculation in the media regarding whether something illegal or improper had gon on behind
the scenes at the CCSAO to allow Mr. Smollett to achieve the particular resolution he received.
Among other things, there was speculation that State's Attomey Kim Foxx may have been i
influenced in an impropermannerby prominent people who reached outto herto discuss the Initial
Smollett Case, as discussed further below in Section V. Asa result, as part of its investigation, the
OSP thoroughly investigated and evaluated whether State’s Attomey Foxx or anyone working at |
the CCSAO committed any crime relating to the prosecution or resolution of the Initial Smollett
Case.

While the OSP evaluated any and all potentially applicable criminal statutes, the OSP |
focused its investigation on criminal statutes that might be implicated if anyone involved in the |
‘handling or resolution of the Initial Smollett Case had received an improper personal benefit or I
obstructed how the case was handled. For example, the OSP considered bribery (720 ILCS 5/33- |
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1), failure to report a bribe (720 ILCS 5/33-2), official misconduct (720 ILCS 5/33-3), obstruction
ofjustice (720 ILCS 5/31-4), and perjury (720 ILCS 5/32-2)

Under the law, a person can only be convicted ofa crime ifthe prosecution proves all the
elementsofthe charged offense beyond a reasonable doubt, including, where applicable, proofof
any criminal intent. Further, under applicable ethical standards, the OSP, a a prosecutor, mustact
ingood faith and should neverpursueaprosecution for criminal charges that the prosecutor cannot
reasonably expect to prove beyond a reasonable doubt by legally sufficient evidence at trial®
‘Thus, under these standards, the OSP cannot seck criminal charges against State’s Attorney Foxx
or any person working at the CCSAO without developing substantial evidence ofa crime.

Based on the voluminous documentary evidence gathered and witness interviews
conducted, the OSP did not develop evidence that would support any criminal charges against
State’s Attorney Foxx or any person working at the CCSAO based on bribery, failure to report a
bribe, official misconduct, obstruction of justice, perjury, or any other criminal statute.
Specifically, the OSP also explicitly asked 37 interviewees whocouldpotentially have information
about criminal activity by the CCSAOifthey were awareofany actions by anyone at the CCSAO

thatmight constitute criminal conduct. Across the board, everyone asked responded that they were
not awareofany potential criminal conduct,

Therefore,basedon its thorough investigation and careful analysisofall evidence gathered,
the OSP does not have evidence to seek criminal indictments against any person working at the
CCSAO.

V. CONCLUSION #5: THE OSP DID NOT DEVELOP EVIDENCE OF IMPROPER |
INFLUENCE BY ANY OUTSIDE THIRD PARTIES IN THE DECISION-MAKING
BY THE CCSAO IN THE INITIAL SMOLLETT CASE

State's Attorney Foxx is an elected public official who heads an office tasked with
protecting individuals and society, and empowered with the authority to change people’s lives
through the prosecutions it pursues. Therefore, State’s Attorney Foxx—and the CCSAO—must
be accountable to the public. Being accountable to the public means State’s Attomey Foxx and
the CCSAO must also be accessible to the public, including to answer questions and provide
information when appropriate to people impacted by the criminaljustice system, including victims
and victims’ familics. State's Atiomey Foxx and the CCSAO also must be receptive to criticism
or concems raised by constituents or people impacted by the criminal justice system regarding

See 3. American BarAssociation, “Standards forCriminal Justice: Prosecution and Defense Function” §3430)(th ed. 2017) (*A prosecutorshouldseeko file criminal charges onlyif the prosecutorreasonably believes that the
args ac supported by probable cause, that admissible vidence wil be sufficient o support conviction beyond a
reasonable doub, and that the decision (0 charge is in the interest of justice”); National District Atomeys
Association, “National Prosecution Standards”§ 4-2.(3d ed. 2009) (“Aprosecutorshouldflechargesthat he or she
believes adequately encompass the accused's criminal activity and which he or she reasonsbly believes can besubstantiated by admissible evidencea ial”).
©Ofoe, even hough he OSP concluded that the CCSAQ,Mr.Magats,ndSat's AttorneyFoxxmademisleading
andlor false statements o the public as detailed in Sections LB., LC,and LD., such conduct does not constitute a
violation ofany nos criminal tate. By comparison, fo exampl, the crimeofperjury requires fl statement |‘made“underoathoraffirmation” as opposed0 in ressreleaseorpublic interview. f
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criminal cases in Cook County. Accordingly, it is wholly proper under certain circumstances forthe State's Attomey or others at the CCSAO to speak with individuals concerned about how a |particular case is being handled or how the CCSAO approaches or resolves cases generally.
Following the dismissalofthe Initial Smollett Case, including the CCSAO's public release:of emails and text messages in response to Freedom of Information Act requests, there wasspeculation in the media that conversations State's Attorney Foxx had in the weeks following Mr.Smollett’s reported attack improperly influenced or impacted how the CCSAO prosecuted or iresolved the Initial Smollett Case. As a result, the OSP investigated whether any such |‘communications resulted in any criminal conductbyState’s Attomey Foxx,orany other individual |working for the CCSAO, relating to the Initial Smollett Case, including bribery or officialmisconduct, and whether State's Attorney Foxx had any communications that could be construedas influencing how the CCSAO decided to prosecute or resolve the Initial Smollett Case.
Based on public allegations against State’s Attomey Foxx and evidencetheOSP developedrelating to communications she had about the Initial Smolltt Case, the OSP specifically focusedits investigation on communications State's Attorney Foxx had with three people:

«Sherilyn Ifill, President and Director-Counselofthe NAACP Legal Defense and |‘Educational Fund, Inc.
* Christina M. “Tina” Tchen, CEOof TIME’S UP Now (formerly Michelle Obama’sChiefofStaff)
* Jumee Smollett, Mr. Smollete’s sister

As detailed below, the OSP did not identify evidence indicating that State’s AttomeyFoxx's communications with these people influenced or impacted how the Initial Smollett CaseWas prosecuted orresolved —including the CCSAO’s decision to dismiss the case or the terms ofthe dismissel. In fact, based on the evidence developed by the OSP, State's Attomey Foxx did nothave any substantive communications about the Inital SmollettCase withany ofthesepeopleafier |Mr. Smollett was charged. However, conversations with these three people did deepen concernsState's Attomey Foxx had regarding information being released to the public, seemingly by CPD,about the ongoing investigation. Thus, communications with these three people spurred her to |reach out to CPD Superintendent Eddie Johnsonto recommend the case be referred to the FBI— |anaction that was not improper and did not have any impact on how the case was investigated orultimately prosecuted. i
i

Furthermore, while the OSP focused on State's Attorney Foxx’s communications with the | |thrce individuals noted above, the OSP did not identify any other people that had any improperinfluence over theprosecution or resolution ofthe Initial Smollett Case.Infact, the OSP explicitly |asked interviewees who could potentially have information about any improper influence if they iwere aware of anyone—outside of CCSAO lawyers and Mr. Smollett’s own lawyers—who |influenced the decision to dismiss the case or termsofthe dismissal, and everyone asked said they |were not awareofany such influence. } |
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A. State's Attorney Foxx’s Communications with Sherilyn Ifill |

As the Director and Counsel for the NAACP ‘Legal Defense Fund, Sherilyn Ifill works on
issues related to voting rights, criminal justice, education, and economic justice as they relate to
African-American. Consistent with this role, Ms. Ifill raised concerns to State's. Attomey Foxx
on behalfofMr. Smollett when CPD and the CCSAO still considered Mr. Smollett a victim ofa
crime. According to the evidence the OSP developed, she did not intend to influence or in factinfluence how the Initial Smollett Case was prosecuted or resolved.

According to Ms. Smollett and emails she produced to the OSP, Ms. Smollett was |introduced to Ms. Ifill through Ms. Smolleit’s entertainment lawyer on January 30, 2019 (the dayafter Mr.Smollett reported being attacked), and they proceeded to sct up a phone call. During thatcall, Ms. Smollett expressed concerns regarding information the CPD had purportedly released 0 ithepublic about the ongoing investigation into her brother's reported attack, including information
that Ms. Smollett thought cast doubts on Mr. Smollett’s report.*! According to Ms. Smollett and
‘Ms. Ifill, Ms. Smollett did not ask Ms. Ifill to take any action onheror Mr. Smollett's behalf.

Following that call, Ms. Ifill called States Attorney Foxx and relayed the concern aboutthe CPD's public statements and handlingofthe investigation.” State’s Attomey Foxx told the
OSP in her interview that she explained to Ms. Ifill neither she nor the CCSAO was responsiblefor investigating the case as that was the responsibilityofthe CPD. Ms. Ifill asked for then-CPD iSuperintendent Bddie Johnson's phone number, which State's Attomey Foxx provided. Neither |Ms. Ifill nor State’s Attomey Foxx believed they discussed State’s Attomey Foxx reaching out to |Superintendent Johnson or attempting to refer the matter to the FB. State's Attomey Foxx said
that Ms. Ifill did not ask her to do anything besides connect her with Superintendent Johnson,
State's Attomey Foxx was clear in her interview with the OSP that she believed there was “nofavor” for which Ms. Ifill was asking her—just that Ms. Iill had “deep concems about the amountof information that [was] being shared in the public square.” According to Ms. Ifill and State's
Attorney Foxx, they did not have any discussions about the Initial Smollett Case. ‘beyond this one
phone call. The OSP has not identified evidence that Ms. Ifill ever had any discussions or
communications with anyone at the CCSAQ about the Initial Smollett Case besides State’sAtiomey Foxx.

Ms. Ifill did proceed to have multiple calls with Superintendent Johnson where she relayed
the same concerns she raised with State's Attorney Foxx. Superintendent Johnson said that it was. |‘not usual for a victim's advocate to reach out to the CPD, though he did not typically speak to such il
advocates directly. According to Ms. Ifill and Superintendent Johnson, he was primarily in ilistening mode on the calls and did not indicate he would take any action as a result of their }discussions.

i

“ A summaryofthe OSP's investigation into the issue is below in Section V.C. ii= Ait esryosst cho kpes. |recaling the two meetinga a civil rights conference in 2018 nd State's Atorey For recalling dat hey spoke, and‘potentially met, even carlicr than that. State's Attorney Foxx describedherrelationship with Ms. Ifill in January 2019 {as "professional acquaintances,” an sad hat they did not ave Frequent commanications F
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‘There was nothing improper about Ms. Ifill, as an advocate for a victim, calling State’s |
Atomey Fo (or Superintendent Johnson) to express concerns about how the investigation info |
Me. Smollst’s reported attack was being handled. Based on the cvidence, the OSP also has
concluded that Ms. Ill did not attempt 0 and did not in fact influence how the Initial Smollet
Case was prosecuted or resolved by the CCSAO.

B. State's Attorney Fox's Communications with Tina Tehen
Based on evidence developed by the OSP, as part of efforts by Tina Tehen to assist a5 a |

type ofvictia's advocate, Ms. Ten and State's Atommey Fox had very limited communications
regarding th Initial Smollet Case, none of which were intended too in fat influenced how the
case was prosecuted or resolved. Specifically, Ms. Tehen and States Attomey Foxx merely
exchanged a few emails on February 1, 2019 and had a brief phone cal that day. During those
limited communications, according to both Ms. Tehen and State's Attomey Foxx, Ms. Tchen
merely attempted to alt State's Attorney Foxx ofconceras Ms. Smolltt, a fiend of Ms, Tehen',
ad raised about whether the CPD was taking Mr. Smollet’s allegations that he was attacked
seriously as well as concerns sbout information CPD was releasing about the ongoing
investigation, and to connect Ms. Smollett with Stats Attorney Foxx.

Ms. Tehen, who has known Ms. Smollet for many years through their respective work
with various non-profit organizations, recived an emai from Ms. Smollett on January 31, 2019
(6w0 days aftr Mr. Smollet seported being atacked) asking ithey could chat. According fo Ms.
Smolet, she reached ou to Ms. Tehen because Ms. Tehen was the only legal contact she had in
Chicago. During a call that day, Ms. Smolltt relayed the same concerns she had raised to Ms.
Ifill regarding information being released publicly about the investigation. Ms. Tchen explained
£0 the OSP that she has experience working as a victim's advoeate and said she gave Ms. Smolet
the same advice she vould give to anyvictim seeking her help: Mr. Smollet needed a local lawyer
to assist him in navigating the local criminal justice sytem. Ms. Thea told the OSP that she
offered (either voluntarily or after request fiom Ms. Smollett) to provide recommendations of
Tocal lawyers,

Tofurtherassist Ms. Smollet, based on a suggestion by an attomey friend to whom Ms
ohn had reached out as potential counsel to help Mr. Smolet navigate the justice system as
vietim, Ms. Tohen emailed States Atorney Foxx on the moming of February 1, 2019 asking if
they could have a phone call to discuss some “concems about the investigation” aised by Ms
Smolltt, According to phone records, Ms. Then and State's Attomey Foxx had a phone call at
7:14 am. CST on February 1, 2019, and the cal usted § minutes and 4 scconds. Ms. Tehen and
State's Attomey Foxx both fold the OSP that the thrust of that conversation was Ms. Tehen
informing State's Attomey Foxx about the concerns Ms. Smollet had raised to her. According 0
Ms. Tehen and States Atormey Foxx, Ms. Tehen never asked State's Attomey Foxx to take any
particular acton during that call—including to each out to Superintendent Johnson or ry to have
the FBI handle the investigation. In fact, State's Atomney Fox said Ms. Tehen “didn't ask for
anything other than if [States Attorney Foxx] would talk to the family to reassure them that the
case was being handled properly.” According to Ms. Tchen and State's Attorney Fox, Ms. Tehen
never indicated o insinuated that Ms. Teh was calling in a fvor or seeking special wreatment
for Mr. Smollet; rather, Ms. Tehen was relaying conceras, whic Ms. Tehen told the OSP was the
“same advocacy asin any other case.” |
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Later on February 1, 2019, State’s Attomey Foxx emailed Ms. Tehen: “Spoke to
Superintendent Johnson. 1 convinced him to [rleach out to FBI to ask that they take over the
investigation. He is reaching out now and will get back to me shortly.” Ms. Tchen responded:
“Thank you. think jussies [si] sister Jumee is going to call you.” According to phone records, §
emails, and the OSP’s interviews with Ms. Tchen and State’s Attomey Foxx, they did not |
communicate about the Initial Smollett Case again until March 12, 2019 (after Mr. Smollett had [
been indicted) when State's Attorney Foxx left Ms. Tchen a voicemail and texted her to alert her
that their February 1, 2019 email exchange was being released as part ofa Freedomof Information
Act production by the CCSAO. In fact, the OSP has not identified evidence that Ms. Tchen and
State's Attomey Foxx had any substantive discussions about the investigation or handlingofthe
Initial Smollet Case afer February 1, 2019 (weeks before Mr. Smollett was charged). The OSP
also has not identified evidence that Ms. Tehen ever had any discussions or communications with
anyone within the CCSAO, besides State's Attomey Foxx, about the Initial Smolleit Case. When
asked whether Ms. Tehen might have influenced how the case was handled or the resolution,
State's Attorney Foxx said, “No, not at all.”

As a general matter, there is nothing improper about Ms. Tehen, in an attempt to help a
victim navigate the justice system and to raise concems about information being relcased about
the investigation, calling State’s Attormey Foxx. Based on the evidence, the OSP has concluded
that Ms. Tehen did not attempt to and did not in fact influence how the Initial Smolleit Case was
prosecuted or resolved by the CCSAO.

C. States Attorney Foxx’s Communications with Jurnee Smallett

According to phone records, between February 1, 2019 and February 13, 2019, State's
Attorney Foxx and Ms. Smollett exchanged 17 text messagesandhad five phone calls lasting more
than 20 seconds. It is wholly proper (and, in fact, required under certain circumstances) for a
prosecutor to have certain discussions with a victim or a victim's family. The OSP has not
identified ovidence that Ms. Smollett attempted to influence how the CCSAO prosecuted Mr.
‘Smollett, and in fact, her discussions with State's Attomey Foxx ended before Mr. Smollett was
charged. The OSP also has not identified evidence that anyofState’s Attorney Fox's discussions
with Ms. Smollett impacted how the CCSAO prosecuted or resolved the Initial Smollett Case,
other than the fact that one reason State's Attomey Foxx purportedly recused herself, per State's
Attorney Foxx's interview with the OSP and CCSAO press statements, was because of her
discussions with Ms. Smollett,

Ms. Smollett and State's Attomey Foxx first spoke on February 1, 2019, when the CPD ;
and CCSAO were treating Mr. Smolltt as a victim, following a brief text exchange after Ms. i
‘Tehen provided Ms. Smollett with State's Attomey Foxx's contact information * According to i

© For purposes of the OS's investigation and review of cel phone dat, the OSP assumed tha phone calls with a
urationofmore than20seconds contained substantive discussion.
“State's Atommey Foxx explained fo the OSP that she spoke to Ms. Smallet dirty insteadofrefering Ms. Smollett
to the CCSAQ’s Victim Witness Assistance Unit because Mr. Smollet had not been formally designated a vitim |
since charges had not been brought aganst anyone af the fime Ms, Smallt fst reached out to her, State's Atorey iFoxx frtr speculated tha, given the fac ha information hd bee released publicly aboutth investigation, she

3 |
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Ms. Smollett and State’s Attorney Foxx, the focus of their conversation was on Ms. Smollett’s |
frustration and confusion regarding statements the CPD had made publicly about the investigation
and her brother. Ms. Smollett recalled State’s Attomey Foxx expressing that she shared those
frustrations and that State’s Attorney Foxx said she planned to try to have the FBI take over the
case—an idea that came from State’s Attomey Foxx and not any request from Ms. Smollett
According to both Ms. Smollett and State's Attormey Foxx, Ms, Smollett did not ask State's !
Attorney Foxx to take any actiononher or Mr. Smollett’s behalf.

After State’s Attorney Foxx reached out to then-Superintendent Johnson, as discussed
further below in Section V.D., State’s Attomey Foxx updated Ms. Smollett via text on February
1,2019, writing: “Spoke to thesuperintendentearlier, he made the ask. Trying toworkon logistics.
Pl keep you posted.” Ms. Smollett responded: “Omg this would be a huge victory.” State’s
Attorney Foxx replied, “I raake no guarantees, but I'm trying.” State’s Attomey Foxx then called
Ms. Smollett on February 4th to alert her that CPD would continue to handle the case.

State's Atiomey Foxx and Ms. Smollett had another call on February 121h at 1:27 pm.
CST for five minutes after Ms. Smollett texted State’s Attomey Foxx requesting a call. According
to both State’s Attomey FoxxandMs. Smollett, State’s Attorney Foxx told Ms. Smollett that the
CPD was honing in on two suspects. Ms. Smollett also recalls asking State's Attomey Foxx about |
what, if any, additional phone records the CPD needed from Mr. Smollett. State's Attorney Foxx
recalled telling Ms. Smollett during that call that they could no longer talk because she was
recusingherselffrom the case, though Ms. Smollet told the OSP that State’s Attomey Foxx did
not tell her about the recusal until the evening of February 13th.*

At 11:13 a.m. CST on February 13, 2019, Ms. Smollett texted State's Attomey Foxx, “Hi
again. Are you available to talk?” State's Attomey Foxx responded: “Sure.” Ms. Smollett then
called State's Attorney Foxx and the two spoke for approximately 14minutes. Ms. Smollett told
the OSP that she asked State’s Attomey Foxx ifmedia reports indicating that Mr. Smollett may be
charged were truc. She recalled State’s Attorney Foxx saying something to the effect of, “No, not
tomy knowledge.” Ms. Smollet told the OSP she asked Ms. Foxx ifshe knew anything about the |
two suspected attackers and that; after State's Attorney Foxx paused, Ms. Smollett asked, “They're
White, right?” Ms. Smollett recalled that Ms. Foxx said they were not. Ms. Smollett said they
then had a discussion abou the skin color and potential nationalityofthe two suspected attackers.

hough Ms. Sollee might have {et more comfortable talking toher ise. Sh futhe explained to the OSP that i
she thought “(some ofthe institutional credibility was shaken, and so 1 ink in this particular case, giving the |
Tenssurancss tat hear you, heseyour concems weregivenby me as apposed 0 someone in my office”

4 According to Ms. Smollett, during either thei cal on February 12th or February 13th, State's Attorney Foxx
conveyed to Ms. Smollet that she could ony speak to Ms. Smallet, ad not to Mr Soll dirty. Ms. Smolltt
recalled Sate’ Attorney Foxx teling her that it would be “unconventional” for her 0 speak diccly to Me: Smollet
and that she should contin only to update Mis. Smallet. States Attomey Foxx acknowledgedto the OSP tal, at
Some point, Ms. Smollt asked her if she would speak fo Mr Smolitt, though State's Attomey Foxx did at recall
‘What shetoldMs. Solleti—notng, however, tha shenever did speak 0 Ms. Sollettdespite Ms. Smollt’s request
State's Atomey Fox also acknowledged o he OSP hat talking fo Mr. Smollet afer he became a sspect “would i
have been incredibly controversial,” but said she did not recall when Ms. Small asked her t speak to Mr Smollet.
diel. Ms. Smollt’sreollcton that State's Attomey Fox indicated she ould rot speak diel o Mis. Soll !
i supported by a text message exchange Ms. Smollet had with Ms. Smollett on February 13, 2019 wherein Ms. |
Smollt stated: “On phone with [Sae's Atomey Foxe] now ... She can’ alk with you...” }
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State's Attorney Foxx told the OSP that, contrary to Ms. Smollett’s recollection, she did not tell |

Ms. Smollett any details about the investigationor suspects.* Rather, State's Attorney Foxx said |
that she was primarily in listening mode during this call, allowing Ms. Smollett to express her
concerns about her brother as Ms. Smollett was worried “as things were changing.” She said that

itwas “less legal and more like ... counsel. Like, sorry this is happening fo... your family.™

According to phone records, State’s Attomey Foxx called Ms. Smollett at 9:05 p.m. CST

on February 13th, and the two spoke for approximately 13 minutes. Ms. Smollett told the OSP
hat this conversation was “quite different” than ther prior conversations. She said that State's |
Atomey Foxx told hr tha they could no longer communicate and tht State's Attorney Foxx
could not provideherwith updates on the investigation as she was recusingherselffrom the case

“outofan abundanceofcaution.” Ms. Smollett told the OSP that she read between the lines and

assumed that the “rumors were possibly not rumors,” that her worst fears were becoming true and

that Ms. Smollett might be charged with a crime. Ms. Smollett said that when she asked if Mr.

Smolltt was now a suspect, State's Attomey Foxx responded: “Your brother should be fine as
long as he stays consistent.” Ms. Smollett said that State's Attorney Foxx also told her that the

CPD had used high-tech surveillance and tools to find the suspects and told her that they had

already been arrested. Ms. Smollett recalled State’s Attorney Foxx also telling her that the two

suspected attackers had a relationship to or connection with Mr. Smollett. State’s Attorney Foxx

told the OSP she does not recall having this call with Ms. Smollett on the evening of February

13th. In her interview with the OSP, State's Attorney Foxx also denied making any statement

about Mr. Smollett potentially being “fine” if he took anyparticularaction or making any statement
ofsimilar advice towards Mr. Smollett, though she does recall telling Ms. Smollett at some point

that Mr. Smollett should be “cooperative.” Notably, even if the OSP credited Ms. Smollett’s
recollection, it does not show that either State's Attomey Foxx (the purported giverof information) i
or the CCSAO was in any way influenced regarding the prosecution or resolution of the Initial i
Smollett Case by State’s Attorney Foxx’s discussions with Ms. Smoilett.

Ms. Smollett was adamant to the OSP that she did not speak to State’s Attomey Foxx to
influence how the Initial Smollett Case handled—and in fact, ceased speaking with her before Mr.

Smollett had been charged so could not have influenced how the case was resolved. State's

Attorney Foxx was similarly adamant in her OSP interview under oath that Ms. Smollett did not

influence how the CCSAO prosecuted or resolved the case, though she told the OSP their

discussions did further motivate her to reach out to the CPD about referring the case to the FBL
State’s Attorney Foxx saidthat the access and treatment she gave to Mr. Smollett and Ms. Smollett |

Sut’ Atomey Fon tid he OSP tt, ile shedi o scl vin Ms. Solty substnive foo,Suheft he aches were ns Wht, he had ben oa mareo5hubedota.
“7 While on the phone with State's Attorney Foxxon February 13th, Ms. Smollett texted Mr. Smollett that State’s
Aomey Fook was downloading’ information fo hr. Comicnt withthe formation Ms. Salt els Ste's
Atorey Fon laying o br, Ms Salle responded: “Ask what he people ook Te. Pless al me and fl me fn.
Lae ha dy, is, Soli aid Mi Soloasin fh shold Brel Mills, Solsneat |
lawyer, shout her conversion with Site's Army Fors. Win Mi. Smolot id, 1m ling now”. Salt |
respond: "Stress ob nt tl anyon. am the ony oe at should Kw.” This xt xchange dias tt, |
Content ith Ms. Smollas esllsion, wha Sas Aoney Fok relayed o Mis. Smolltundhe cal hc
moningof Febuary 3th was subiantive. i ilar was nt41 1 shed ay ght to wht Ses ltorey For
night have old Ms, Smllis on Febru 13, tld he OSP, he doe ot cal whatif ay, spesfcdl ox
infomation heets were eyed Ms. Smolt by Sates Amey Fox
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‘was not the result of their celebrity status or connections, though she acknowledged that it is rare |
(though not unprecedented) for a victim to be given her contact information directly.

‘The OSP has not identified evidence that Ms. Smollett had any communications with
anyone at the CCSAO besides State's Attorney Foxx.

While the OSP believes that State’s Attomey Foxx misrepresented publicly the timing of |
‘when she ceased communicating with Ms. Smollett, as discussed above in Section LD., based on
the evidence, the OSP has concluded that Ms. Smollett did not attemptto anddid not in fact
influence how the Initial Smollett Case was prosecuted or resolved by the CCSAO.

D. State’s_ Attorney Foxx’s Discussions with Superintendent Eddie Johnson
Regarding Referring the Case to the FBI |

As discussed above, State’s Attorney Foxx’s communications with Ms. Smollett, Ms. i
“Tehen, and Ms. Ifill prompted her to take action regarding concems she already had regarding
information she believed was being released publicly by the CPD by encouraging then-CPD
Superintendent Eddie Johnson to have the FBI (rather than the CPD) handle the investigation into
Mr. Smollett’s alleged attack. While such a request may not be typical for cases the CPD is
investigating, it is not unheardoffor the CCSAO to refera case to or coordinate with federal law i
enforcement. State’s Attorney Foxx told the OSP she thought it made particular sense for the FBI
to take over this investigation given that they had been investigating a threatening letter Mr.
Smollett had allegedly received on January 22, 2019. She explained to the OSP that “having the
FBI who was already working on this case and the credibility of the FBI and their work to me
seems like a way by which we could have this case resolved and eliminate some of the [] concerns.
at that time about that, about the leak.” She also noted that the case was receiving national and '
international press and so wanted to make sure the case was handled appropriately and credibly.
She further explained: “It was about the credibility ofour institution, particularly how we were
investigating an alleged hate crime that I was concerned about.” Notably, State's Attorney Foxx
told the OSP that her interest in referring the case to the FBI “had nothing to do with their [CPD’s]
investigative capabilities.”

‘When asked, State’s Attorney Foxx also told the OSPthat the fact that Mr. Smollettwas 2
celebrity or that she was getting calls from well-known people such as Ms. Tchen, Ms. Smollett,
and Ms. Ifill were not what droveher decision to try toreferthe case to the FBI. Rather, according
to State’s Attorney Foxx, those discussions with them merely highlighted the concerns she already }
held.

State’s Attorney Foxx called Superintendent Johnson about referring the Initial Smollett
Case to the FBI on February 1, 2019. According to phone records, the two spoke for three i
‘minutes and 12 seconds. Superintendent Johnson told State’s Attomey Foxx he would consider
‘her request and would reach out to the FBI or theU.S. Attomey’s Office. He told the OSPhe did i
this as a professional courtesy to States Attomey Foxx, though he had already basically made up

“ Following these discussions, State's Attorney Foxx separately askedChief Deputy andChiefEthics Officer April
Perry, who previously worked ss a federal prosecutor, to reach at 0 the era authorities  cncourag them o take
overthe investigation fom ti CPD.
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his mind that the CPD would likely keep the case because the investigation had progressed fairlyfar at that point and he thought the CPD was capable of handling the investigation. Ho told theOSP that he reached out to a contact at the FBT who told hirn that the federal authorities would not itake the case unless the CPD specifically asked them to and Superintendent Johnson said he was |not making that ask. He said the FBI contact also told him that the FBI would not take the caseunless it involved death or serious injury. As a result, the CPD ended up investigating the caseitself—and has been lauded for is investigative cfforts by many within the CCSAO, bothpubliclyand in interviews with the OS,

While State's Attomey Foxx had never asked Superintendent Johnson to refera case o theFBI previously, there is nothing illegal or improper abouta State's Attorney seeking to ensure that ia case is investigated and handled effectively. Furthermore, as State's Attorney Foxx explained0 the OSP, this case was atypical “because there were two parallel investigations around the sameperson and issue and incident,” therefore, she thought “consolidating that investigation and havingone pointof contact for both the familyandMr.Smollett might make more sense.”
Based on the evidence, State's Attomey Foxx’s communications with SuperintendentJohnson did not have any influence over how the Initial Smollett Case was investigated, as CPDkept the case, nor how it was ultimately prosecuted or resolved by the CCSAO.

1
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OVERVIEW OF THE QSP'S INVESTIGATION OF THE CPD
Investigative Steps Regarding the Investigationofthe CPD
In conjunction with Judge Toomin's second directive to the OSP, to determine whether iany person or office involved in the Initial Smollett Case engaged in wrongdoing, the OSP also |investigated allegations that CPD personnel improperly disseminated law enforcement sensitiveinformation concerningtheoriginal Smollett investigationtomedia sources while the investigationwas ongoing (“leaks”). During the course of the OSP investigation, the OSP specificallydistinguished between staternents by authorized CPD representatives pursuant to CPD policy, and ianonymous, unauthorized statements made by CPD employees to media sources, in violation ofCPD policy.

In the course of its investigation, the OSP leamed of allegations that anonymous CPDemployees improperly “leaked” investigative information about the Smolett investigation to the fmedic. These allegations were raised to CPD by Mr. Smollett and his representatives, andby yState's Attomey Foxx, during CPD's original investigation into the alleged attack on Mr, Smollett.Afr learning of these allegations, the OSP undertook an investigation to determine whetherwrongdoing occurred relating to any alleged CPD “leaks” of law enforcement investigativeinformation concerning the original Smollett investigation. (As detailed below, CPD launched itsown Internal Affairs investigation into these “leaks” allegations in February 2019—baore theappointmentofDan Webb as special prosecutor on August 23, 2019.) |
To ideaify any alleged “leaks” and determine their source, the OSP interviewed former !CPD Superintendent Eddie Johnson, former CPD Chief Communications Officer AnthonyGuglielmi, Lt. John Folino, Sgt. Marco Tirado, Det. Michael Theis, Det. Michael Vogenthaler,Sgt. Morad Haleem, Det. Ronald Jasica, Det. Robert Graves, Det, Kimberly Murray, and OfficerMohamed Baig. The OSP also interviewed State’s Attorney Foxx concerning alleged “leaks.”
Additionally, the OSP reviewed CPD’s investigative file concerning the original Smollcttinvestigation, the CPD Internal Affairs investigative fil documenting CPD's internal investigationinto alleged “leaks,” and files provided to the OSP by CPD's Office ofCommunications.

I
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VI DISCUSSION OF THE OSP'S THREE FINAL CONCLUSIONS AND
‘SUPPORTING FINDINGS RELATING TO THE CONDUCT OF CPD IN THE
INITIALSMOLLETTCASE
Based on investigative steps described above, the following are the three (3) major final |

conclusions regarding the OSP's investigationofthe CPD: |

(1) The OSPdidnotdevelop evidence that would support any criminal charges against any
employesofthe CPD;

(2) The majority of CPD communications with media outlets during the Smollett CPD |
investigation were authorized communications in accordance with CPD's written policies;
and

(3) The OSP did conclude that there were media reports that contained unauthorized
“leaks” of police investigative information by CPD personnel that were in violation of
CPD’s written policies. However, for reasons set forth in this Summary Repor, the OSP
was unable to identify the anonymous alleged CPD source(s) ofsuch “leaks.”

A. Criminal Statutes Considered !

The OSP generally considered two criminal charges that could potentially apply to
improper public. dissemination of law enforcement investigative information: (1) official
‘misconduct, and (2) obstructing justice. The definitionsof each ofthese crimes, including their
criminal intent (scienter) requirements, follows: |

Official Misconduct: A public officer or employee violates Ilinois® official misconduct
statute when he does any of the following in his official capacity: (a) [intentionally or
recklessly fails to perform any mandatory duty as required by law; (b) (Knowingly
performs an act which he knows he is forbidden by law to perform; (¢) [W]ith intent to
obtain a personal advantage for himself or another, he performs an act in excessofhis
lawful authority; or (4) sJolicits or knowingly accepts for the performanceofany acta fee |
or reward which he knows is not authorized by law.... |

Obstructing Justice: A person obstructs justice when, with intent to prevent the :
apprehension or obstruct the prosecution or defenseofany person, he knowingly commits
any of the following acts: (3) destroys, alters, conceals or disguises physical evidence,
plants false evidence or fumishes false information; (b) induces a witness having
knowledge material to the subject at issue to leave the State or conceal himself; |
(c) possesses knowledge material to the subject at issue, leaves the State or conceals
himself or herself.

As far as the OSP developing evidence to support any criminal charges against any CPD
employee for improperly “leaking” information to a media source, the OSP through its
investigation identified a single instance whereanIlinois police officer was charged witha felony

9Official misconduct (720 ILCS $33.3) obstructing justice (720 1LCS 531-4).
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‘under eitherofthe above two Illinois criminal statutes, or under any other Illinois criminal statutes, |for disseminating law enforcement information to an individual or organization not legallyauthorized to have access to the information. ©

Indeed, absent exceptional circumstances, it is questionable if either of the above two |Illinois criminal statutes could be applied to a. police officer who merely “leaks” law enforcement tinvestigative information to a media source. For example, the official misconduct statute makesita crime to knowingly perform an act that the person knows is forbidden by law. Ilnois doesnot havea statute specifically criminalizing unlawful disseminationoflaw enforcement sensitiveinformation to media outlets. Therefore, the official misconduct statute may not ply (0 policeofficer who merely “leaks” investigative information to the media. As far asobstructing justice, |the State would need to prove that the information “leaked” was actually false, and disscminated
with intent to obstruct the defense ofany person. As will be discussed in Section VIC, the vastmajority of “leaked” information to media sources are supporied by the evidence contained in‘police reports.

‘The OSP again notes that, under the law, a person can only be convictedof a crime iftheprosecution proves all the elements of the charged offense beyond a reasonable doubt, including,‘where applicable, proof of any criminal intent. Further, under applicable ethical standards, theOSP, as a prosecutor, must act in good faith and should never pursue a prosecution for criminalcharges that theprosecutor cannot reasonably expect to prove beyonda reasonable doubt by legally
sufficient evidence at trial>! Thus, under these standards, the OSP cannot seek criminalchargesagainst any CPD employee without developing substantial evidence ofa crime. Based on theselegal and ethical standards, the OSP did not develop evidence to support any criminal chargesregarding alleged “leaks” to the media by CPD personnel.

B. CPD Policy Concerning Communications with Media

Under CPD General Order G09-02, “it is the policyofthe Chicago Police Department to‘cooperate impartially with the news media in providing information on crime and police-related
matters while simultaneously conforming to the protections guaranteed to individuals under theUS Constitution.” Under the same Order, certain authorized: individuals are permitted to respondto news media inquiries, provided individuals’ Constitutional rights are safeguarded. | i|ieee |2 n hat case, he office was charged with offial misconduct lowing an FB investigation it the officer's 1alsel iin of he ini Adee Cute ifoe offices i
‘Misconduct-17956.cfin.

“See, e.g, AmericanBarAssociation, “Standardsfor Criminal Justice:ProsecutionandDefense Function” § 3-4.3(a) i406, 5017) CA rstrhou soko5clres oyFpiA) |lrgae supportedby probable case, at admissible idence wil be scot spn copp Ulesl Gu hd te dio cng fh ts oFpy Eh SO }AccuNana Prscoion Sundry § 52 (50h S09 CApsotyor,ALES |les lcquily compas he cic mins sy wd wh be ses rsh |hems ss |2 CPD General Order G09-02, Section ILA.
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Pursuant o this policy, between January 29, 2019, and June 21, 2019, CPD issued more |than25 offical public statements press releases) regarding the iatus and progressofthe Smolletinvestigation and the case's disposition. Only authorized CPD spokespersons under the policy arepermitted to issue these official public police statements. Additionally, authorized personnel,including former CPD Chief Communications Officer Anthony Guglielmi aud former CPDSuperintendent Johnson, frequently responded to specific media inquiries, which was also properunder CPD policy. The OSP determined that no wrongdoing was committed in issuing theseoffical public statements because each was made pursuant (0 published CPD policies byauthorized CPD personnel.The OSP also concluded that the official publi statements CPD made |concerning the Smollett investigation were supported by the evidence CPD collected during itsinvestigation,

C. Identifying Alleged “Leaks”
During its investigation, the OSP relied on three sources of information to identify alleged“leaks” that should be investigated: (1) alleged “leaks” identified by witnesses the OSPinterviewed, other than Mr. Smollett; (2) media “leaks” alleged by Mr. Smollett in various forums;and (3)media reports referencing law enforcement iavestigaive information tributed to ananonymous CPD source or other law enforcement source. The OSP focused ts esearch on reports |from established media outlets. |

1. Alleged “Leaks” Identified by Witnesses the OSP Interviewed
Several CPD representatives involved in the orginal Smollett police investigation, ininterviews with the OSP, identified police investigative information they believed may have been,“leaked” to media sources. In addition, State's Attorney Kim Foxx also told the OSPof certainpolice investigative information she believed was “leaked” to media sources
The examples of “leaks” identified by witnesses the OSP interviewed included:

+ Media reports that Smollet refused fo tum over his cel phone records in response
to CPD's request.

+ Media reports that Smollet refused t tumover hiscel phone a response to CBD'srequest

«Media reports that Smollett had a broken ib following the attack.
+ Media reports that Smolett asked the responding officers (0 tum off thei bodyWorn cameras when they arrived at his apartment on January 29. |

‘The OSP analyzed cachofthese alleged “leaks” and reached several conclusions |
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© Media reportsthat My,Smollettrefusedto turnover his.cellphonerecords |in response toCPD’s request,

Witnesses the OSP interviewedidentified reports that Mr. Smollett refused 10 turn over his
oo phone records as possible “leaks.” The 0Sp depres CPD’s statements on this topic were |
authorized, and in fact ‘made in accordance with CPD policy. On January 31,2019, CPDissued
an authorized, official statement that stated:

“Both the victim [Smollett] and the ‘manager made independent Statements to
detectives that they were on the Phone with one another during the alleged attack, |
CPD has no reason to doubt these claims, Detectives however were not able to 1
independently verify the statements as cel phone roc: were not provided toinvestigators when asked. Therefore we are not ableto confirm this,"

However, theOSP’s investigation also identified media reports that stated that Mr,Smollett
refused to tum over his cell phone records and attributed the statement to anonymous law

enforcement sources (“leaks”). Therefore, the OSP concluded that this was an improper CPD
“leak” of investigative information. The OSP notes that these ‘media reports were. Published at

aroundthe same time that CPD issued the authorized statement above pursuanttoCPDpolicy.
The OSP also determined that the evidence CPD collected during its investigation

Supported the January 31,2019 authorized statement by the CPD.

© Media reports that. Smollett refused to turn over his cellphone in.response0 CPD’s request.

4milly, January 31, 2019 NBC News report notes, i a statement attributed directly to }
Guglielmi, that “police asked Smollett for his cellphone and records.... [but] he refused to share i
them” “The OSP determined this Statement by an authorized representative way ‘made in i
accordance with CPD ‘policy—and therefore is not an unauthorized “leak.”

|The OSP's investigation did not identify any media reports that stated that Mr. Smollett |
refused to turn over his cell phone that attributed the statement to an. anonymous law enforcement {
source (“leak”).

J
1The OSP also determined that the evidence CPD collected during its investigation f

supported this authorized statement,
© Media reports that My. Smollett hada broken ribfollowing the attack.

—_—

i
dvalable a: TT ——*tailable bos nensaocontemptsisson 6232557 emg.“tvailable ar,hos sbenewscomes newsciagopolicesay. empie-actor fusesmollt eises. !
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There were several media reports shortly after the attack that stated that Mr. Smollett
suffered a broken or fractured rib during the January 29 alleged attack. Based on the evidence the
‘OSP developed, Mr. Smollett did not report to the police that he suffereda broken rib during the |
alleged attack. However, the media reports on this topic did not cite to an anonymous police |
source. Instead, they cited a TMZ.com report. Specifically, a January 29, 2019storyonTMZ.com |
atributes information about the attack, including the detail that Mr. Smollett “fractured a ib,” not
to CPD sources, but to “sources directly connected to [Smollett)”? The OSP developed no
evidence to suggest that reports that Mr. Smollett had a broken rib came from a CPD source.

© Media reports that Mr. Smollett asked the responding officers to turn off |
their body-worn cameras when theyarrivedat his apartment on January
2.

On January 29, 2019, a CWBChicago article reported that Mr. Smollett “asked Chicago
police officers to turn off their body cameras after they arrived to take his report.” This media
outlet attributed the information to “a CPD source.”* Therefore, the OSP concluded that this was
an improper CPD “leak”ofinvestigative information.

Tt should be noted that the specific detail that Mr. Smollett requested that responding
officers tum off their body-wom cameras was included in the responding officer's Original
Incident Report. Under routine procedure when an investigation opens, this document was
distributed widely among several divisions within CPD, and would have been viewable by
hundredsofCPD personnel.

The OSP also determined that the evidence CPD collected during its investigation
supported this report.

2. Alleged False Media Reports Identified by Mr. Smollett During the
CPD Investigation

During the original CPD investigation, in connection with the Initial Smollett Case, Mr.
Smollctt alleged in variety of forums that media reports contained false information related to
the CPD’ investigationofthe Smollet case. Therefore, the OSP investigated the allegedly false
‘media reports Mr. Smollet identified in: (1) interviews with CPD officers; 2) public statements
to media outlets; and (3) a February 2, 2019 concert in which Mr. Smolltt performed. In these
various forums, Mr. Smollett did not always specifically allege that CPD “leaked” false |
information, but generally appeared to allege that, because the media reports related to CPD's
investigation, the allegedly false reports may have come fiom CPD. For purposes of its

Svalable at. htpsiwsewsmz.com/2019/01/29/empire-starjussi-smolltstscked-hospitlized-homophobic:
stecrime!
* Available at. hips/lewbshicago com2019/01 update:starold-cops-do-uoft hn |

CP releaseda redacted versionof the Orginal Case Incident Repart 1 the public on February 4, 2019, Seehitps/abenews.gocon/Entertainmentpewly-evealed report-offerschilng-dtals-alleged:
usetonyTig=60842410. 1
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investigation, the OSP assumed that Mr. Smollett alleged that each of the false media reports
described below were attributed to CPD “leaks.”

© Media reports that Mr. Smollett had a broken ribfollowing the attack.

According to police reports, Det. Kimberly Murray interviewed Mr. Smollett on January i29,2019. During this interview, Mr. Smollett told Det. Murray that a detail about the atack that
was reported in the media was incorrect. Specifically, Mr. Smollet old Det. Murray that he did |
not have a broken rib as was reported in the news, but rather that he was merely sore in the rib |area,

As stated above, a January 29, 2019 story on TMZcom picked up by other media outlets !attributes information abou the attack, including the detail that Mr. Smollett “fractured a ib,” not |
to CPD sources, but to “sources directly connected to [Smollett].™® The OSP developed no {evidence to suggest that reports that Mr. Smollett had a broken rib came from a CPD source.

© Media reports regarding Mr. Smollett’s phone call during the attack.

According to police reports, Mr. Smollett spoke to Det. Kimberly Murray on January 30,
2019, and identified allegedly false news reports that he was not on the phone during the alleged
assault and/or false reports concerning whom Mr. Smollett was speaking to on the phone during
the alleged assault. |

‘The OSP searched articles from established media outlets to determine if there were any |fle reporis regarding these allegations that were attributed to anonymous CPD sources (“leaks”).
The OSP was unable to identify any such reports. As a result, the OSP concluded there were no
CBD “leaks” on this particular issue.

However, CPD did issue an authorized official statement on January 31, 2019, tht stated:

“Both the victim and the manager made independent statements to detectives that
they were on the phone with one another during the alleged attack. CPD has no
reason to doub these claims. Detectives however were not able to independently
verify the statements as cell phone records were not provided to investigators when |
asked. Therefore wearenot able to confirm his."! !

‘The OSP determined that no wrongdoing was committed in issuing this authorized official public
statement. The OSP also determined that the evidence CPD collected during its investigation
supported this statement.

Available at: tps.mz.com2019/0129lempite:arusi-smole-atacked-hospitalized homophobic: |[a
© Available a: tps fothewapconussesmollt:manager-phine.records chicago. |
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© Reports that the noose was on Mr. Smollett’s neck at Northwestern
Hospital.

‘According to police reports, Mr. Smollett spoke to Det. Kimberly Murray on January 30,
2019, and identified allegedly false news reports that the noose used in the attack was still on Mr. {
Smollett’s neck when he went to the hospital. !

The OSP searched articles from established media outlets to determineifthere were any
false reports regarding these allegations that were atributed to anonymous CPD sources (“leaks”).
The OSP was unable to identify any such reports. As a result, the OSP concluded there were no
CPD “leaks” on this particular issue.

|
© Reports that Mr. Smollett was hospitalizedfor his injuries.

During a February 2, 2019, concert in Los Angeles in which Mr. Smolltt was performing,
‘Mr. Smollet tok time to advise the audience ofallegedly false media reports, tellin the audience,
“Just because there’s been a Lot of stuff said about me that's absolutely not tue .. there's just &
couple of points I want to make really quick ... 1 went to the doctor immediately. Frank Gatson
drove me, I was not hospitalized...”

The OSP developed no ovidence that CPD was the source of any allegedly false media
reports on these topics. It should be noted that on January 29, 2019, CPDissuedan authorized
official statement that included the detail that Mr. Smollett “self-ransported to Northwestern
Hospital and is in good condition.” The OSP determined that the evidence CPD collected during.

its investigation supported this report. Specifically, CPD collected evidence that Mr. Smollett |
received treatment for his injuries at Northwestern Hospital.

© Reports that Mr. Smollett did notfight back against his attackers. !

During the February 2, 2019, concert in Los Angeles in which Mr. Smollett was }
performing, Mr. Smollet told the audience, “Just because there's been a lot of stuffsaid about me
that’s absolutely not true .. there's just a couple of points 1 want to make really quick ... And
above all, I fought the fuck back."*

Mr. Smollett appeared to suggest that there were false media reports that stated during the
alleged attack that he did not fight back. The OSP searched stories from established media outlets §

@ Available ars itps/ariet.com/2019/musicpews ussc-smllet-concest-roubadoursemarks-attck:
12031270251.
The OSP also notes that he ssementthat Mr. Smallett “self transprted to Northwesem Hospital”could arguably !

be interpreted ss mistcading, because Mi. Soles creative decor slegedy drove him to the hospal. However,
the evidence CPI collected supports tht Mr. Smollet ume down CPD's offer 10 mange to have an ambulance
{ranspot Hin to the hospi, instead opin t use His own transportation.

© Available at; htps/Awitercom/Phil Lewis /satus 1090282533516906496 photoll.
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to determine if there wero any false reports regarding these allegations that were attributed to
anonymous CPD sources (“leaks”). The OSP was unable to identify any such report. As aresult,
the OSP concluded there were no CPD “leaks” on this particular issue.

© Reports that Mr. Smollett told police that his attackers wore Make
AmericaGreat Again hats.

During his February 14, 2019, interview on Good Morning America, Mr. Smollett
suggested that there were false media reports that he told police that his attackers were wearing
Make America Great Again hats.

The OSP searched stories from established media outlets to determine if there were any
false reports regarding these allegations that were attributed to anonymous CPD sources. The0osP |

wasunable to identify any such reports. As a result, the OSP concluded there were no CPD “leaks”
on this particular issue. |

© ReportsthatMr. Smollett was attacked after “adate gone bad.”

During his February 14, 2019, interview on Good Morning America, Ms. Smollett
suggestedthatthere were false media reports that he was attacked afer “a date gone bad.”

The OSP searched stories from established media outlets to deterniine if there were any.
false reports regarding these allegations that were atributed to anonymous CPD sources (“leaks”).
The OSP was unable to identify any such reports. As aresult the OSP concluded there were no
CPD “leaks”on this particular issue.

3. Media Reports Referencing Law Enforcement Investigative
Information Attributed to an Anonymons Law Enforcement Source

i
As noted above, the OSP determined that the best way to identify improper media “leaks”

by CPD personnel regarding the Smollett investigation was to review media reports covering the
investigation from the date of the alleged attack until the date of Mr. Smollett’s arrest, and to i

identify those media reports that contained law enforcement investigative information attributed
to anonymous CPD or other law enforcement sources.” The OSP focused its research on reports.

from established media outlets.

The OSP's investigative search identified a relatively small numberofsuch media reports
from established media outlets. The most frequent media repors that satisfied these criteria were |
reported by the media outlet CWBChicago.** 1t should be noted that most media reports the OSP

 tvallable a: hips.youtube comatchv=yXLSOY2IK. During this infrview, Mr. Smolet cited
inscurste Tle swements (ta)hdalready been put out there” 3s & reason he declined to give CPD bis phone.
uring the investigation. i

Bor puposes of is investigation, the OSP assumed tha medi reports truthfully and eccursely described their
sours. |

6 CWBCHicagois websitethat focuses on reporing mates relate to Chicago law enforcement
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identified using this search methodology did not clearly identify CPD as the anonymous source of i
the information.

Examples of media reports the OSP identified that included false and/or law enforcement i
investigative information attributedcitherto anonymous CPD sources, or sources familiar with the:
investigation, are described below. It should be noted that tis lst is not meant to be exhaustive. i
Rather, the OSP gathered sufficient examples to support the OSP's conclusion that unidentified
sources connected with CPD did leak investigative information anonymously to media outlets |
regarding the Smollett investigation. Here are some examples identified in the OSP's i
investigation:

«On January 25, 2019, CWBChicago attributed a report to “a source familiar with !
the investigation” that the rope that was placed around Mr. Smollett’s neck was
“thin clothesline, straight out ofthe package." As previously discussed, the same |
CWBChicago article reported that Ms. Smollett “asked Chicago police officers to |
tum off their body cameras after they arrived to take bis report,” attributing the
information to “a CPD source,” The OSP determined that the evidence CPD ;
collected during its investigation supported these reports.

«On January 30, 2019, a Fox 32 Chicago reporter reported on Twitter, “My sources
in Chicago PD are telling me this is looking more and more like a hoax.” The
reporter eventually deleted the report, and subsequently tweeted, “To be clear. Tam
not accusing [Mr. Smollett] of lying. I'm saying [CPD and the FBI] have been
working round the clock & have found nothing to support it. And given the i
extremity ofhis claims and where they allegedly took place it hasthem skeptical™ |
The OSP determined that the evidence CPD collected during its investigation |
supported these reports. |

«On February 4, 2019, CWBChicago cited a “source close to the investigation” for !
a report that “the purported threat letter against Smolltt that was received days
before the alleged attack was mailed from Chicago's southwest suburbs.” The OSP
determined that the evidence CPD collected during its investigation supported this
statement.

——————— | |

© Availabe ar: ips cwbchicage,conV2019/1 fupdste-siar-dod-cops-o-rm-0ffhl. The OSP nots hat his i
report i similar (0 an authorized statement Guglicimi gave 0 the Chicago Sun-Times on January 29 in which he |
Getbed the rope 85 8 “in, light fope” hat “didn't necesarily resemble a noose” See 1

insiretervill-policesay. i

taille at. tps: fevhehicago com2019/0pdatevsar-told-cops-o-tn-ofEhi {

Available ar. htps/Ahefderalistpapesoglopinon/chicage-polic-say-usse-smoletataclooking-like-hoax. i

7Availabeat. ipsocomaferweigeltatuy 090698639163437056 agen. |
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+ The same article cited “a second source whois familiar with the investigation” for
a report that an imageoftwo personsofinterest released by CPD actually depicted
“two bums" The source purportedly also sid, “Downtown demanded tht vie put
out something, so we issued the photos ... They weren't happy.” The OSP
determined that this report was false.

« On February 14, 2019, a local Chicago ABCT affiliate reported, “police are t
investigating whether Smolltt and [two suspects] staged the attack allogedly
because Smollet was being writtenoffof Empire.” This detail was attributed to
“multiple sources” but the story noted that the report was unconfirmed by case |
detectives. The OSP determined thet this media report was likely not true based on
the evidence CPD collected during its investigation. i

«A February 14, 2019, story published by CWBChicago referenceda tip the news 1
outlet received “over a week ago.” The article includes what purport to be a
screenshot ofa seriesofext messages from the tipster, stating: i

“They've identified the two. Black friends of his (facial
recogniction) who are from wrigleyville and took Lyf: to the scene
Clothesline from Ace Hardware. Mayor wants to release info now,
pd wants two frendstoconfess fist aftrtheyhave tower dump... i
The friends ‘attacked’ JS as planned and then went back to
Wrigleyville ... They are the two on video.”™ (sic). |

The same CWBChicago article also notes that the outlet contacted Guglielmi to i
respond to the tip. Guglielmi stated, “Can’t confirm anything. We have active
interviews underway.”

|
The OSP determined that the CWBChicago report included partially false
information. The evidence CPD collected support report that two suspects had
been identified, were black, and had a prior relationship with Mr. Smollet. The
evidence CPD collected did not support report that Abimbola and Olabinjo
Osundairo purchased rope at Ace Hardware or that the suspects were fiom
Wrigleyville. |

«On February 14, 2019, the Chicago Tribune cited “law enforcement sources” for a |
reportthatdetectives wee questioning two peopleof interes, includingamanwho i
has an acting role on the show Empire. The same Chicago Tribune article stated
that “a law enforcement source” said the two men were brothers in thei twenties, |

- |
Available at. tpsfonbehicagocom/2019/0 molecasenspdtethreat letrasel.

* Availablea: tps chicagoconfusesmoletetacketnews-ehcago/S1384971 |

 Avilblea: ips owbehicagocom20192/smollettwo-athersinactveinl 1

| |5 |
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andwerebroughtin for questioning from OHare International Airport The OSP

etorminedthatthe evidence CPD collected during its investigation supported these |

reports. |

+ On February 15, 2019, the Chicago Sun-Times reported that CPD detectives A

“allegedly traced the location of the men arrested through ride-hailing and tsxi

reconts fron the area where Smollett said the attack happened.” The article cited ;

3 Jaw enforcement source” for that information. The OSP determined that the

evidence CPD collected during its investigation supported these reports. i

+ On February 15, 2019, a CBS Chicago article cited “two sources wih intimate

Knowledge of the investigation” for a report that “the attack on Smollett was

potentially orchestrated by the actor himself, and involved two other men."™ The

Pb dotesmined that the evidence CPD collected during is investigation supported i

this report.

+ On February 16, 2019, CNN reported that “wo law enforcement sources with

Knowledge of the investigation” told the outlet, “Chicago Police believe Jussic

‘Smollett paid two men to orchestrate the assault.” The OSP determined that the

evidence CPD collected during its investigation supported this report.

+ The same CNN report goes on to state that “the sources told CNN that there are :

Lobonds that show the two [suspects] purchased the rope found around Smollet’s

heck at an Ace Hardware store in Chicago.” The OSP determined that this report i

{included partially false information. The evidence CPD collected did not support

reports that Abimbola and Olabinjo Osundairo purchased rope at Ace Hardvaze

+ Citing “two sources with first-hand knowledge of the investigation” on February

19, 2019, CBS Chicago reported that “the two brothers involved in the Jussio

Staollet attack told police that Smollett was behind creating a racist leter that was

Sentto the actor on the setofhis show.” The OSP determined that this report did

not accurately reflect Abimbola and Olabinjo Osundairo’s statements to cpp

D.  OSP Unable to Identify the CPD Sources of Media “Leaks”

tva piped hicagotbnccomewsyeskingltmetusicmolesensors2010214:
storuhanl

7 Available at: btschicagosunscom201972/1 18377755manrestedinmolest conieed-n:

Wvailable a: hipschicagoshslosalcom 201900211 uspcts:srssedipussicsmoleti-case!

valleat. psn oxcomfrisiseosalouesshsates panipsliccsousss evince:

-  vailable a. hpschicago local com 2019/02/19 smoleteletrroheptack-
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Based on the examples above, there is sufficient evidence to conclude that one or more
anonymous CPD sources “leaked” investigative information to the media about the Smollett |
investigation without authorization, in violation of CPD policy. However, after a thorough
investigation, the OSP was unable to identify the source or sourcesofthese media “leaks.” |

Several factors rendered the OSP’s task in determining the source of anonymous CPD |

“leaks” pasticularly difficult i
First, to conclusively determine the identity of the source ofa “leak” to develop evidence

hat could be used to prove potential charges beyond a reasonable doubt, the OSP would almost |
certainly have to prove the identity of the police Source by obtaining sworn testimony from news
reporters who wiote the articles where the “leaked” information was published. However,
reporters are protected from disclosing their sources under the IinoisReporter's Privilege Statute
(discussed in Section VLF.).

Second, some of the “leaks” the OSP identified were included in CPD report, widely
disseminated across CPD divisions under standard CPD procedure, including the Original Incident |
Report, that hundredsof CPD personnel had access to.

Third, many of the “leaks” the OSP identified were not necessarily attributed to CPD
sources, but to “law enforcement sources,” which could encompass sources from other law
enforcement offices, such as the CCSAOorthe FBL.

Fourth, more than 20 CPD personnel assisted with the Smollett investigation and had
access to the confidential investigative files i

Fifth, information about the investigation was necessarily shared with individuals and |

organizations beyond the core investigative team, including State's Attomey Foxx and other |
‘members of the CCSAO, the FBI, U.S. Customs and Border Patrol, Mr. Smollett and his
representatives, and various witnessos connectedtothe investigation. AsaCPD witness explained
to the OSP, as “the circle expanded,” so too did the opportunity for “leaks” and misinformation.

Finally, nearly every CPD witness interviewed by the OSP cited the difficulty in
containing the Spread of information, both internally and externally, in what was oneof the most
high-profile investigations in the historyofthe Department. For example, Guglielmi told the OSP
{hat the Smollet investigation received global media attention and prompted more media inquiries
than any other case in his career with CPD. Superintendent Johnson acknowledged to the OSP
that with a department ofmore than 13,000 employees, controlling information aboutavery high-
profile investigation was nearly impossible. .

E. The OSP's Investigation of CPD’ Response to Alleged “Leaks”

Pursuant to Judge Toomin's all-encompassing directive to determine whether any office 1

engaged in wrongdoing, the OSP also investigated whether CPD took proper steps in response to |
he allegations of “leaks” of law enforcement investigative information concerning the Smollett |
investigation 10 the media. The OSP developed evidence that showed CPD took several i

responsible 2nd substantive actions in response 10 alleged “leaks” and attempted to identify the 1
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sources of any potential “leaks” Therefore, the OSP determined that no wrongdoing was
committed by CPD, or any CPD employee, in the Department's response to “leaks” of law i
enforcement sensitive information about the Smollet investigation. i

The OSP interviewed CPD witnesses to determine if they believed CPD leadership and
‘Smollett case detectives seriously addressed the issue of “leaks.” Superintendent Johnson and i
‘Guglielmi identified several steps CPD took in response to information “leaking”tomedia sources
via anonymous sources. Superintendent Johnson met frequently with his steff to discuss
anonymous “leaks.” Very early in the investigation, CPD limited access to the clectronic
investigation files to a select group of individuals on the investigation team. Superintendent
Johnson explained that CPD only takes these measures in highly sensitive investigations.

While the investigation was ongoing, Superintendent Johnson also spoke directly with
some media outlets and cautioned them to rely on official Department statements rather than i

‘anonymous sources. For example, on February 14, 2019, a local Chicago ABC affiliate reported,
“police are investigating whether Smollett and [two suspects] staged the attack allegedly because
‘Smollett was being written offof Empire."! This detail was attributed to “multiple sources” but |

unconfined by case detectives. In response, Superintendent Johnson contacted ABC and
informed them on the record that the report was not correct and that reporters should only rely on |
official CPD sources.

Additionally, in mid-February 2019, CPD initiatedanintemal investigation into allegations
that law enforcement investigative information was being reported in media sources as coming
from anonymous police sources. Superintendent Johnson told the OSP he ordered the internal
investigation and informed CPD personnel that he would terminate any personnel who were i
identified as unauthorized sourcesof information in reports abou the Smollett investigation.

i
Specifically, on February 14, 2019, Sgt. Morad Haleem of the Area Central Detective

Division, initiated the intemal investigation related to unlawfully disseminating law enforcement. |
sensitive information pertaining to the Smollett investigation. Sgt. Haleem drafied an “initiation
report,”a standard document that is filed when a supervisor leasofallegationsof misconduct.
According to the initiation report:

“Various media outlets are reporting facts of [the Smollett] investigation that s not
‘public nor accessibletothepublic. Sensitive informationregarding this high profile
investigation is possibly being disseminated by Chicago Police Department
personnel not assigned or have any involvementto this investigation. At the request
ofArea Central Commander Edward Wodnicki® ... an investigation is requested
to clear allegation or discipline Chicago Police Department personnel for
unlawfully disseminating law enforcement sensitive information.” |

Availableaf, ipsaTehicago comssi-smoletatacked-news-shicago/SI 38497.

= Superintendent Johnson explained that bis order probably would have been issuedtoCommander Wodnick, and
hat Wodnic likly assigned th taskof niiating th reprt his subordinates
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On February 17, 2019, Sgt. Ronald Blas of the Area Central Detective Digision filed an !
“addendum” to the initiation report. The addendum explained further that various media outlets
were reporting information “verbatim” from electronically recorded witness interviews, referred
to intemally at CPD as “ERL"* The addendum stated: |

“Area Central Detectives are working a high profile investigation. R/Sgt has
noticedeamed thru various media outlets who are reporting facts of this

investigation verbatim from ERI (Electronic Recording Interview) that is not public:
nor accessible to the public. Sensitive information regarding this high profile
investigation is possibly being disseminated. R/Sgt along with Commander
Edward Wodaicki ... conducted a ‘Audit Trail Report on the above ERI videos
which showed only personnel assigned to this investigation viewed these videos. |
A **CONFIDENTIAL INVESTIGATION** is requested to clear allegation or
discipline Chicago Police Department personnel for unlawfully disseminating law i
enforcement sensitive information.”

Followingastandard intake process, on oraround February 26, 2019, the investigation was
formally assigned to Sgt. Marco A. Tirado, Special Investigations Section, Investigations Division,
Bureauof Internal Affairs.

On March 13, 2019, Set. Tirado submitted an email search request form to CD's
Information Services Division. Sgt. Tirado requested all CPD emails from January 29, 2019, to
Mach 13, 2019, that hit on various search terms related to the Smollett investigation. Sgt. Tirado
Sought to. identify emails suggesting non-public information had been disseminated—such as
‘emails directly to media outlets or referencing contacts with members of the media. Once he

- eventually gained access to the requested emails, he conducted targeted reviews of emails ofCPD I

personnel involved in the Smollet investigation. Sgt Tirado’s reviewofthe emails did not reveal
fe source(s)of any unauthorized “leaks” of law enforcement investigative information to media
services or the public !

On February 27, 2020, Sgt. Tirado submitted a BureauofTechnical Services (‘B.T.S")
Action Request form, requesting that the Information Services Division provide an “audit trail !

report” on electronically recorded interviewsrelatedto the Smollet investigation. In his request,
Sgt. Tirado sought to determinewhohad accessed particular video files between January 29, 2019,
and February 17, 2019. !

On Match 10, 2020, Information Services provided Sgt. Tirado the requested audit rail
report. Sgt. Tirado determined that more than a dozen CPD personnel had accessed particular
Video files during the relevant time period, and other individuals accessed the files aflr the
relevant period. Following investigation, Sgt. Tirado determinedthat only one individual viewed

5 CPD conducted video recorded interviews of two witnesses, Abirbola and Olainjo Osundairo, on February 15, i
2019, with their counsel present.

5Sg.Ticados in his 22ndyearwithCPD,andhas beenwihthe Buranof otemal Afifor hepast svenyears.
iro iin CPD, Tirado eamed his undergraduate and law degreesfrom the Universityof lino st Champaign |
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the video files who was not authorized to do so. Specifically, on January 31,2019, Lt John Folino
accessedthebody-worn camera footageof oneofthe responding officers whometand spoke with i

Mr. Smollett on January 29, 2019. Sgt. Tirado stressed to the OSP that he had no evidence that
Lt. Folino disseminated any information—only that he accessed the body-worn camera footage
anddid not have authorizationto doso. In sum, followingathorough investigation, CPD, like the: |

OSP, was not able to identify the source of any unauthorized law enforcement information
disseminated to the media about the Smollett investigation.

F. The OSP's Discussions Regarding the Individual Who Accessed Investigation
Materials Without Authorization !

The OSP independently interviewed Lt. Folino regarding allegations that he accessed
Smollett investigation materials without authorization and therefore could possibly bea source of !

unlawfully disseminated law-enforcement investigative information. Lt. Folino appeared
Voluntarily and cooperated fully with the OSPs investigation. Lt. Folin candidly admitted that
on January 31, 2019, he accessed the Smoilett incident reportandviewed onebody.wor camera |

Video from the morning of the incident, and that he was not authorized to do so. However, he

denied that he “leaked” any information to media sources, and further denied over speaking to

‘media sources about the Smollet investigation. :

Lt. Folino explained that in addition to his CPD position, he is DirectorofSecurity for the
Productions Division of a private security company that provided security on the set of the
television show Empire. Lt. Folino helped coordinate Mr. Smollet’s personal scourity detail on |

behalfofFox following the alleged attack on Mr. Smollett. Lt. Folino explained that he accessed
the files outofcuriosity because of hs familiarity with Mr. Smollett and Empire, and he thought
he might be able to assist with the investigation. Lt. Folino affirmed that after reading the incident |

report and viewing one body-vor camera video, he had no further involvement in CPD's
investigation and did not communicate withthe detectives conductingthe investigation. It should
benoted that several ofthe examplesof“leaks” that the OSP investigated appeared in news reports i

on January 29 and January 30—before Lt. Folino accessed the electronic files. The OSP did not
develop evidence suggesting that Lt. Folino disseminated any information to the media.

G. Reporters Are Protected from Disclosing Their Sources Under Illinois Law

As referenced above, the OSP did not pursue the identity of anonymous sources directly
{fomreportersas partof ts investigation. Under Ilnois law, reporters must disclose their sources |

only in limited circumstances. Pursuant to the Hlinois Reporter's Privilege Statute, reporters have
2 qualified privilege that protects the anonymity of their sources, whether confidential or non
confidential. ® The statute provides that a court cannot order disclosure of the source of any
information obtained by a reporter, except upon finding that “all other available sources of

information have been exhausted” and “disclosure of the information sought is essential to the |

protection of the public interest involved." A reporter may be divestedofthe privilege only by

ere:
©See 35 LCS 8-901

See 735 ILCS S/5.901 - 909; Hlinos Reporter's Privilege Compendium, Reporters CommiteeforFreedomofthe
press, available ar hips osc orglorivlese:
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the successful completion of a multistep process outlined in the Act®’ A party secking to |
overcome the privilege must identify the specific information soughi, its relevancy to the
proceedings, “and that a specific public interest would be adversely affected if the factual
information sought were not disclosed.”* |

First, the OSP determined that the privilege squarely applies. Illinois law recognizes a |
qualified privilege of confidentiality for any source of information obiained by a reporter,
including the anonymous CPD sources that were the subject of the OSP’s investigation. |

Next, the OSP recognized and appreciated the “paramount public interest in maintenance
of a vigorous, aggressive and independent press capable of participating in robust, unfettered
debate over controversial matters, an interest which has always been a principal concern of the |
First Amendment”

Nevertheless, a reporter's privilege is not absolute. In certain cases, the publi’s interest
in disclosure may outweigh the principles underlying the statute. For example, in People v.
Pawlaczyk, 189 11. 2d 177 (2000), the Ilinois Supreme Court ordered reporters to identify their
sources fo a grand jury on the grounds that disclosure was “essential to the public interest
involved.” There, the reporters’ testimony was relevant to a fact of consequence in perjury
proceedings. The Court held that the grand jury proceedings implicated a compelling public
interest that outweighed the public’s interest in upholding the privilege.

Here, however, the OSP determined that the public's interest in leaning the specific |
identity of anonymous sources does not outweigh the public's interest in safeguarding the First i
‘Amendment. Anonymous dissemination of law enforcement investigative information regarding
he Smollett investigation violated CPD policy, but did not constitute a crime under these
circumstances, such that divesting the privilege would be justified. By way of hypothetical
example, if the OSP determined that a media report contained intentionally false information !

atributed to anonymous CPD sousces, the OSP may have sought to compel the reporter to reveal
her source. However, none of the reports attributed to anonymous CPD sources that the OSP i
developed justified seekingto divest the reporter's privilege. Under these circumstances, the OSP
determined that the “news media’s first amendment right to freely gather and disseminate
information plainly outweighed the OSP and public’s noed for the identityof sources.” Thus,

compendiunyilinoi#:~ext=Theti20inol?s20R spore s20ivilege¥0Statuteshes)20a 2OUELAS, |
SCaisclosureli2000420the.
See3S LCS 5/8903 907. |

See Pople Pawlacoyk, 18911. 24.177, 168 2000)

9See Popleex el. Scot v.Sibversein, 89 Tl. App. 34 1039, 1043, (st Dis. 1980), rev'd onothergrounds, 7 1.
24167 1981) (cations omited),

See In re Special Grand Jury Investigationof Alleged ViolationofJwenile Court Ach, 104 1. 24 419, 426-29 |
iy

Sea, eg, People . McKee, 2014 IL App (3d) 130696 (deny of reporicr’s source not relevant o fut of |
consequence in homicide allegations, nd ths divestitureof privilege was not warrnted).
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1 OSP declined to attempt 0 divest the privilge by pursuing he deityof uonymous souees i

directly from reporters.
:

CONCLUSION

The OSP has worked diligently to complete is investigation into Judge Toomin’sSecond

Directive in a shor amount of time a possible. However, as often happens withinvestigations, t

De av in the production of documents that did slow down the ability of fhe os? to i

eere nae interviews. However, eventually, the OSP was ble (0 obtain all relevant :

Cents an was able to successfully interview all relevant witnesses a connecior, with Judge

Soe cond Directive. In addition, it should be noted that because of (becoviD-19

pandemic, there were logistical issues in scheduling some witness interviews through no fault of

Pevone. However, thse events did occur, an they did delay the OS's ability to complete the.

imvestgative work that was required a part ofthe Second Directive.

is important o noe that ll potential witnesses who bad any rlevant informationabout

he issu bein investigated by the OSP regarding the CCSAO and he CPD agreed iocooperate

ebond be interviewed in detail about al relevant information. No wimess took the

Fifth Amendment or refused to provide information.

Mi. Webb ans to thank Patick Blanchard, Independent Inspector General for Cook

County, and bis team for serving as an investigative resource 0 hep the OSP carry out Judge i

Cotcond Directive, Mr. Webb also commends Winston & Sawn LLP for allowing the

duet is robust investigation on a pro boro basis, us 8 service to (he ‘public for no !

compensation. Ms. Webb alo thanks the lawyers at Winston who dedicated significant time, and i

ff, to this investigation: Michael Claus, Mathew Dun, DaWanna McCray,

‘Sam Mendenhall, Shannon Murphy, and Seen Wiebe.
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